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TALKING TO YOUR CHILDREN ABOUT SEX

A. DANGER AHEAD!
Characteristics of a Family in trouble:
Marriage has lost its sacredness – alternative forms are abdicated – feminist movements
flourish.
Parenting has become more difficult. Adultery is celebrated and not punished. (94% of all
sex depicted on TV is of two people outside of marriage.)
Sexual perversion abounds including bestiality, but especially incest and homosexuality.
We have a crisis in our churches and families!
The number one medication is anti-depressants … children are killing each other, addicted
to drugs and alcohol, committing suicide.
We have to go back to the drawing board; to the Originator of Mankind to find out:
What does marriage look like?
What does a family look like?
How do you find the right life mate?
How does it work so that 20 / 30 / 40 years down the road you are sitting around a
table with an intact family, with grown adult children and grandchildren?
Yes, every family has its fair share of ups and downs and rebellious children; struggles, sin
and arguments, but you were reconciled and restored through them all and you speak the
truth in love and building a legacy of healthy relationships.
Father God, how does that work in the world of today?
We have to go back to the drawing board.
GOD’S Instructions for a “Close-Knit” family
Ephesians 5:21-33 “Be subject to one another out of reverence for Christ (the
Messiah, the Anointed One). 22Wives, be subject (be submissive and adapt yourselves)
to your own husbands as [a service] to the Lord. 23For the husband is head of the wife
as Christ is the Head of the church, Himself the Savior of [His] body. 24As the church is
subject to Christ, so let wives also be subject in everything to their husbands. 25Husbands,
love your wives, as Christ loved the church and gave Himself up for her, 26So that He
might sanctify her, having cleansed her by the washing of water with the Word, 27That He
might present the church to Himself in glorious splendor, without spot or wrinkle or any
such things [that she might be holy and faultless]. 28Even so husbands should love their
wives as [being in a sense] their own bodies. He who loves his own wife loves himself.
29For no man ever hated his own flesh, but nourishes and carefully protects and
cherishes it, as Christ does the church, 30Because we are members (parts) of His body
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(brother or sister in Christ). 31For this reason a man shall leave his father and his mother
and shall be joined to his wife, and the two shall become one flesh. 32This mystery is
very great, but I speak concerning [the relation of] Christ and the church. 33However, let
each man of you [without exception] love his wife as [being in a sense] his very own self;
and let the wife see that she respects and reverences her husband [that she notices him,
regards him, honors him, prefers him, venerates, and esteems him; and that she defers to
him, praises him, and loves and admires him exceedingly].”
Ephesians 6:1-4 “CHILDREN, OBEY your parents in the Lord [as His representatives], for
this is just and right. 2Honor (esteem and value as precious) your father and your mother—
this is the first commandment with a promise— 3That all may be well with you and that you
may live long on the earth. 4Fathers, do not irritate and provoke your children to anger [do
not exasperate them to resentment], but rear them [tenderly] in the training and discipline
and the counsel and admonition of the Lord.”
GOD’S Design for Marriage – “The Blueprint”
Genesis 2:24 “For this reason a man shall leave his father and his mother, and shall be
joined to his wife; and they shall become one flesh.”
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God ordained and created marriage and intimacy / oneness for man’s own good – it was
His idea.
That is being totally called in to question today.
1. God says:
A man and a woman come together in marriage, make a vow and to a lifetime commitment
… it is God’s plan.
It is not an option, it is so ordained by our Creator.
2. The goal of marriage is intimacy / oneness in all the wholeness of a relationship
– body, soul and spirit
We come together as fellow-worshippers (spirit); soul mates and best friends (soul);
passionate lovers (body).
The marriage goal is oneness; it is a gift from God:
to solve the loneliness problem,
to provide pleasure,
to provide off-spring,
to magnify and reflect God’s relationship with His people.
3. As couples get closer to God, so you get closer to one another
God has placed within each one of us a strong desire for intimacy. As we start the journey
of marriage you find you are married to this very selfish person – just like you!!
Now you have all this conflict – and this was done on purpose! You have these desires for
intimacy and you have some huge roadblocks.
What is God’s definition of Marriage?
Marriage is a Holy Covenant.
If you do not understand what a holy covenant is, you will never have the marriage
God has intended for you to have.
If you do not understand what a holy covenant is, you will date the wrong kind of
people, you will have relationships with people you should never have had
relationships with, and you will never have the family that God wants you to have.
You must understand what a covenant is to place marriage back in its rightful place
and hold it in high esteem. It is at the CORE of the family getting turned around.
Malachi 2:14 “Because the Lord has been a witness between you and the wife of your
youth, against whom you have dealt treacherously. Yet she is your marriage companion
and the wife of your covenant [made by your vows].”
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A covenant is a solemn agreement with binding force – to cut in order to bleed – the blood
of one and the blood of another intermingling – never to be separated out again. It is an all
or nothing agreement.
The Hebrew word for Covenant used in the Old Testament comes from the verb “to cut”.
We see in the Bible that God made very serious agreements where He established a
“Covenant” which represents a serious occasion which the parties involved seal their
promises in the midst of “cutting” which generally involved blood.

Characteristics of a Covenant:
Initiated by a vow or promise.
Given the conditions.
Ratified by blood.
Usually, if not always, a sign.

Examples:
Noah, Abraham (Genesis 17:3-8),
Moses, Jesus (Mark 14:24; Hebrews
7:22)

Covenants through the Prophets
The Book of Hosea tells one of the great love stories in the Bible. Seven hundred years
before the birth of Christ, God commanded the prophet Hosea to marry a prostitute named
Gomer. (Imagine a church having that to talk about!) Following the marriage, Gomer gave
birth to three children, but Hosea was painfully aware that he was not the father of any of
them.
The names of the three children:
(i) Jezreel meaning “scattering seed.”
(ii) Lo-ruhamah meaning unpitied – “I will no longer accept the house of Israel or
pardon them.”
(iii) Lo-ammi meaning “You are not my people and I will not be Your God.”
As if that wasn't humiliating enough, Gomer left Hosea and continued her lifestyle of
drifting from one lover (or client) to the next. Secretly Hosea took care of her by providing
her with grain, oil, wine, and money, but she wasted it all on the worthless worship of a
false god, Baal (Fertility cults).
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Finally hitting rock bottom, Gomer found herself stripped naked in front of a jeering crowd
of foul-mouthed men, waiting to be auctioned off as a slave. As unbelievable as it sounds,
somewhere in that crowd of gawkers was Hosea, who was not there to gawk or jeer but to
buy and bless. Hosea paid the price for Gomer and bought her back-not as a slave but to
be his wife.
Hosea could have abandoned Gomer forever, which was all she had a right to expect. But
in true Covenant fashion, he obeyed God, bought her back, and chose to love her again as
his wife. Incredible! Here's his explanation: The LORD said to me,
Hosea 3:1 "Go, show your love to your wife again, though she is loved by another and is
an adulteress. Love her as the LORD loves the Israelites, though they turn to other gods
and love the sacred raisin cakes."
The relationship between Hosea and Gomer is a mirror of the relationship that God had
with His chosen people, Israel. In the same way Hosea continued to love Gomer, God
continued to love Israel, despite the number of times the nation rejected Him and violated
His trust. Why? You know the answer: Covenant love and grace.
Hosea was the first prophet to proclaim God's Covenant by comparing it to the human
covenant of marriage. Other prophets such as Jeremiah, Ezekiel, and Isaiah also used
images of marriage and infidelity to describe God's Covenant of Grace and the sin of
covenant breaking. In their writings, Israel's apostasy was often expressed in the language
of divorce.
But the final word through the prophets was always one of grace and eternal love, not
abandonment. Although separation was often a part of God's punishment, it was never
permanent. Time after time the prophets described God's Covenant relationship with Israel
in terms of an ever-loving, forgiving, faithful husband who never tires of wooing and
winning back an unfaithful wife:
Isaiah 54:6-8 "The LORD will call you back as if you were a wife deserted and
distressed in spirit-a wife who married young, only to be rejected," says your God. "For a
brief moment I abandoned you, but with deep compassion I will bring you back. In a
surge of anger I hid my face from you for a moment, but with everlasting kindness I will
have compassion on you," says the LORD your Redeemer.”

God Restoring His Covenant
The Children of Gomer
Lo-ruhamah meaning unpitied “I will no longer accept the house of Israel or pardon
them.”
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John 21: 15-17 “15 When they had eaten, Jesus said to Simon Peter, Simon, son of John,
do you love Me more than these [others do—with reasoning, intentional, spiritual devotion,
as one loves the Father]? He said to Him, Yes, Lord, You know that I love You [that I have
deep, instinctive, personal affection for You, as for a close friend]. He said to him, Feed My
lambs.”
God reverses the curse and declares He has Compassion.
Lo-ammi meaning “You are not my people and I will not be Your God.”
John 21: 15-17 “16 Again He said
to him the second time, Simon, son
of John, do you love Me [with
reasoning, intentional, spiritual
devotion, as one loves the Father]?
He said to Him, Yes, Lord, You
know that I love You [that I have a
deep, instinctive, personal affection
for You, as for a close friend]. He
said to him, Shepherd (tend) My
sheep.”
God reverses the curse and
declares that He will shepherd His
people.
Jezreel meaning
seed.

“scattering

John 21: 15-17 “17 He said to him
the third time, Simon, son of John,
do you love Me [with a deep,
instinctive, personal affection for
Me, as for a close friend]? Peter
was grieved (was saddened and
hurt) that He should ask him the third time, Do you love Me? And he said to Him, Lord, You
know everything; You know that I love You [that I have a deep, instinctive, personal
affection for You, as for a close friend]. Jesus said to him, Feed My sheep.”
God reverses the curse and declares that He will lead all of His sheep with compassion
and forgiveness.
The Davidic Covenant
Another Covenant we read about in the Old Testament is the one God made with David,
the Hebrew shepherd who defeated Goliath and went on to become Israel's greatest king.
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Psalm 89 describes God's promises to David:
Psalm 89:28-29, 33-34 “I will maintain My love to him forever, and My covenant with him
will never fail. I will establish his love forever, his throne as long as the heavens endure....
But I will not take My love from him, nor will I ever betray My faithfulness. I will not violate
My Covenant or alter what My lips have uttered.”
God's Covenant with David promised a Kingdom that would never end.
2 Samuel 7:16 "Your house and Your kingdom will endure forever before me; your throne
will be established forever," he told David in.”
And in fact, God has kept His promise. Jesus, the Messiah, came through the lineage of
David; therefore, the throne of David even now continues into eternity through the
Kingdom of Christ.
The Covenant with Israel
God never forgets the Covenants He makes. We have proof of this from recent history.
Consider the modern state of Israel. Scattered to the four winds for two thousand years,
Israel returned home to be reborn as a nation in the late 1940s. Before that time, such an
occurrence seemed impossible.
How did it happen? Covenant! God blesses those people who choose to live in Covenant
with Him. He will not go back on His word, and His promises never fail. God gave the
nation Israel to Abraham, Isaac, Jacob, and their descendants.
The only reason Israel is living on that land today is because God is a Covenant God. In
1948, when Israel became a nation, the world witnessed the power and majesty of God as
a Covenant Keeper. Let no one think that God is finished with Israel!
The Promise of Yeshua / Jesus our Messiah
Jeremiah 31:33 "This is the covenant I will make with the house of Israel after that time,"
declares the LORD. "I will put My law in their minds and write it on their hearts. I will be
their God, and they will be My people".
The Old Testament was based on a sacrificial system that required the blood of animals to
atone for sin. Its rituals were shadows and types pointing to the coming of a Messiah, the
Lamb of God, Who would shed His Own Blood to pay the ultimate price for the sins of
mankind.
"This is My Blood of the Covenant, which is poured out for many," He said in Mark 14:24.
The apostle Paul quotes Jesus in 1 Corinthians 11:25 "This cup is the new covenant in
my blood."
In Hebrews 7:22 we read that "Jesus has become the guarantee of a better Covenant."
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How is the new Covenant better than the old? For one thing, under the old Covenant, sins
were covered, and people had to continually offer sacrifices for sin. Under the New
Covenant, sins are removed, and the debt of sin is paid in full by the Blood of the Lamb.
As a result of the New Covenant, we receive forgiveness, salvation, and eternal life as free
gifts. We access these benefits and blessings solely on the basis of what God has already
done for us redemptively in Christ. As believers, our faith is not in what we do but in what
God has done for us.
This is the miracle of grace: that God has "cut Covenant" on our behalf.

Colossians 2:13-14 “When you were dead in your sins and in the uncircumcision of your
sinful nature, God made you alive with Christ. He forgave us all our sins, having
canceled the written code, with its regulations, that was against us and that stood opposed
to us; He took it away, nailing it to the cross. “
Galatians 3:14 “He redeemed us in order that the blessing given to Abraham might come
to the Gentiles through Christ Jesus, so that by faith we might receive the promise of the
Spirit.”
Hebrews 9:15 “For this reason Christ is the Mediator of a New Covenant, that those
who are called may receive the promised eternal inheritance-now that He has died as a
ransom to set them free from the sins committed under the first covenant.”
Ultimately the Bible … Old Testament and New, is the story of the Blood Covenant God
has made with mankind through Jesus Christ. Included in this Covenant are the wonderful
benefits of:
Covenant Blood that forgives and erases our sins.
Covenant grace that provides inner strength to handle our hurts and hassles.
Covenant love that is unconditional and never ending.
Covenant power that energizes us to cope and to change our lives for the good.
Covenant hope that guarantees us a future, now and forever.
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We enjoy these blessings because of the relationship with have with God through
Covenant. God is a Relational Being. He is our Heavenly Father. And to be a father
involves connection; it implies relationship.
God was connected to us by creation, separated from us by sin, and reconnected to us by
our redemption through the death of Jesus on the Cross. His Covenant with us today
through Christ is the ultimate relationship.

The Key to Life
In fact, the concept of Covenant is the key to understanding all relationships - with God,
our families, our friends, and especially our mates.

God loves us by Covenant.
He provides for us by Covenant.
He blesses us by Covenant.
He operates in our lives by
Covenant.
In reality, every truly valuable thing in life
is ours because of Covenant.

Yeshua / Jesus and the Characteristics of a Covenant
1. His promise: anyone who would believe in Me can receive the forgiveness of their
sins and eternal life.
2. Conditions: you must believe
3. He hung upon a cross and He ratified the Covenant with His Blood: He proclaims: it
is finished! The veil tore in the temple from the top to the bottom – mankind now has
access back to the Father by the Blood of Yeshua / Jesus.
4. The Sign: The Spirit of God – the down payment, we are sealed with the Holy Spirit.
Marriage is a Holy Covenant initiated by a vow, ratified by blood, and symbolized by a
sign.
It is not a contract; it is not “enough until fulfilment does us part”; it is a HOLY Covenant
with all the elements of the Covenant that God made with Noah, Abraham, Moses and
Yeshua / Jesus made with us!
When a virgin consummates her marriage, there is a shedding of blood from the hymen.
This is why we see in the Bible where marriage is a “Covenant” … it is a very serious thing
in the sight of God.
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Malachi 2:14 “Yet you ask, why does He reject it? Because the Lord was witness [to the
Covenant made at your marriage] between you and the wife of your youth, against whom
you have dealt treacherously and to whom you were faithless. Yet she is your companion
and the wife of your covenant [made by your marriage vows].”
THUS: Marriage is an irrevocable commitment, of unconditional love (it’s not about what
you get back or if you’re fulfilled) toward an imperfect person (just like you are),
FOREVER!
Covenant Marriage Involves 3 Distinct Aspects
1. Leaving
Everything of your past; parents, location, geography, and so forth … all of that becomes
SECONDARY. This new person in your life now becomes PRIMARY. Many people don’t
have a covenant relationship because whenever they hit a problem, they run back to
mommy / daddy.
Many people don’t have the freedom in their marriage because parents are pulling
financial strings and manipulating the relationship.
2. Cleaving
You leave and then you cleave; coming together like a poxy glue glued together
permanently. It takes you and your spouse out of circulation.
Don’t fantasise through reading romance novels or soapies on TV; don’t flick through
magazines to look and compare.
3. Becoming One Flesh
Genesis 2:25 “And they were naked and unashamed”
That is intimacy … physically, emotionally and spiritually. Someone you feel safe with and
totally vulnerable; to be understood and loved.
Because Marriage is a Covenant and Not Merely a Contract
1. Divorce is not an option. (God hates it. There are Biblical grounds though.) If you
violate this Holy Covenant, the result will be devastation and chaos.
Malachi 2:14 “Yet you ask, why does He reject it? Because the Lord was witness [to the
covenant made at your marriage] between you and the wife of your youth, against whom
you have dealt treacherously and to whom you were faithless. Yet she is your companion
and the wife of your covenant [made by your marriage vows].”
2. Adultery is a serious Covenant breaking offence … you don’t play around; you
don’t emotionally or mentally fantasise; you don’t sleep with other people other than
your own spouse.
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Proverbs 2:16-19 “[Discretion shall watch over you, understanding shall keep you] to
deliver you from the alien woman, from the outsider with her flattering words, 17Who
forsakes the husband and guide of her youth and forgets the covenant of her God.18For
her house sinks down to death and her paths to the spirits [of the dead].19None who go to
her return again, neither do they attain or regain the paths of life.”
3. Sex before marriage is a violation of this Holy Covenant. Don’t cheat on God’s
Covenant!
Hebrews 13:4 “Let marriage be held in honor (esteemed worthy, precious, of great price,
and especially dear) in all things. And thus let the marriage bed be undefiled (kept undishonored); for God will judge and punish the unchaste [all guilty of sexual vice] and
adulterous.”
4. Same-sex relationships are forbidden as a violation of God’s design.
1 Corinthians 6:9 “Do you not know that the unrighteous and the wrongdoers will not
inherit or have any share in the kingdom of God? Do not be deceived (misled): neither the
impure and immoral, nor idolaters, nor adulterers, nor those who participate in
homosexuality,”
Romans 1:26-27 “For this reason God gave them over and abandoned them to vile
affections and degrading passions. For their women exchanged their natural function for
an unnatural and abnormal one, 27and the men also turned from natural relations with
women and were set ablaze (burning out, consumed) with lust for one another—men
committing shameful acts with men and suffering in their own bodies and personalities the
inevitable consequences and penalty of their wrong-doing and going astray, which was
[their] fitting retribution.”

Closing Word
If you have been through a
divorce, committed adultery,
violated God’s Holy Covenant of
marriage in whatever way, there
is reconciliation, there is
restoration, and there is
forgiveness.
Repent, turn, come back to Him
… let Him love you and forgive
you.
Always Remember:
God wants you to have a great marriage and family
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B. THE ROLE OF THE MAN IN THE HOME
At the time of creation, God saw that it was not good for man to be alone, so He created
Eve out of Man AND provided for a relationship which we have come to label as marriage.

This relationship was designed to be loving,
caring, respectful, intimate, and between
equals.
As man was created first, he was given the
responsibility to take dominion. (in one
sense Eve also received this
Commandment, but when Man became
Adam and Eve, the division of the various
attributes meant that man took
responsibility for rational decisions,
while the woman took responsibility for
the relational / emotional intelligence)
Importantly, since Eve was originally a part
of man, we find that while there are these
differences in character / purpose, we find
that in terms of bearing God’s Image, men
AND women stand before God:

Equal in value
Equal in dignity
Equal in worth
And after we take Paul’s word into account:
Galatians 3:28 “There is [now no distinction in regard to salvation] neither Jew nor Greek,
there is neither slave nor free, there is neither male nor female; for you [who believe] are
all one in Christ Jesus [no one can claim a spiritual superiority].”
We can add;
Equally redeemed
Equally heirs in the Kingdom
So while Eve tasted the fruit, she would not have fully understood what she was doing, (it
still stays sin) simply because her allocation of the roles was intended for a different
sphere of influence.
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However, Adam knew what he was doing (as rational man), as a servant-leader, his role
definition meant that he deliberately made a decision to act like he did.

The Impact of the Curse on Marriage
The consequence of generations of wrong attitudes in the marriage
In many homes today, babies are born out of wedlock and most will never know their
fathers or experience what it means to be loved by him. A great majority of children who
put their heads on pillows at night will not have a father, either in the home, or deeply
engaged in developing their lives or building a close relationship, providing the kind of
love, attention and direction that every little boy and girl longs for.
How did we get to this place in life?
1. The Evolution of the Culture and its impact on Man
Mid 40’s-50’s: there was a dream about a family, let’s make a better world, World
War II was the war to end all wars
60’s: Sexual revolution, where sex is separated from responsibility
70’s: Feminist movement, where the women tries to show that there is no difference
in the genders
80’s: the Baby boomers-generation. To be a man, you must be successful /
powerful / have a position / earn a lot of money
90’s: Fall-out, anything goes. No-one knows what it is to be a man … the father is
portrayed as a weakling (adverts / comedies).
2. The Father-Absent Family
Boys without a father are twice as likely to drop out of school, twice as likely to go to jail;
four times as likely to get treatment for emotional and behavioural problems, as boys with
fathers. Divorce is devastating for males … lack of disciple and supervision in the father’s
absence, and his unavailability to role-model how a man should live life.
These boys grow up to become men who are helpless and more and more like big
children!! Tough decisions at home, leadership, discipline, teaching moral values are
avoided or left to the woman.
3. The Impact of Changing Roles
A society has evolved, men and
woman have taken on different roles.
Mostly roles they were never designed
to do with the consequence that
additional stress is measured in most
families today.
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Passive Men
Angry Women (taking on the men’s responsibilities)
Confused Children
The judgement that is handed down is different and uniquely suited to the freedom of
choice decisions that Adam and Eve made. Because she did not consult and in the case of
the woman, we see “this” curse.
Genesis 3:16 “To the woman He said, “I will greatly increase your pain in childbirth. You
will bring forth children in pain. Your desire will be toward your husband, And he will rule
[with authority] over you and be responsible for you.”
Strong’s 8669
Desire

desiring to be in control / of a war
desiring to be in control / of a beast to devour

Critically we must analyse the word “desire”.
Ordinarily we would couple this word to something that appears good, tastes nice, etc.
However, the Hebrew (Strong’s 8669) meaning of this word reveals something else.
We find the proof of this meaning a short while later in the story of Cain and Abel.
As a result of the fact that Adam failed to exercise due care and responsibility and to keep
and guard this Garden, Eve and her female descendants will want to take control.
Adam’s judgement is also appropriately matched to his choice. Since he does not “guard
and keep” the Garden, we see in the case of all men, this curse. They will experience
hardship in the primary purpose of providing for their families.
Genesis 4:7 “If you are doing what is good, shouldn’t you hold your head high? And if you
don’t do what is good, sin is crouching at the door — it wants you, but you can rule over
it.”
Genesis 3:16 says, "Unto the woman He said...your desire shall be to your husband, and
he shall rule over you."
God says: “rule over the woman”
This of course has many interpretations today, mostly we will find that rulership means
control / domination and in some cases abuse.
God’s intention with the word “rule” as associated with the word “submit” is something far
from what most people think and do today.
I would like to suggest the word “mutual submission” as there will always be the aspect
of maintaining and reflecting UNITY / ONENESS at all times.
Page 17
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When Y’shua / Jesus submits to God we find the following:
An abiding in love
A humbleness of spirit
John 15.10 “If you keep My Commands, you will stay in My Love — just as I have kept My
Father’s Commands and stay in His love. I have said this to you so that My joy may be in
you, and your joy be complete.”

John 15:12 “This is My Command: that you keep on loving each other just as I have loved
you.“
Philippians 2:8 “He humbled Himself still more by becoming obedient even to death —
death on a stake as a criminal!”

How do men ‘rule’ in a Godly manner?
If we read the Bible carefully, we will be able to ascertain what actions will constitute Godly
rulership.
1. Love her
We all think we understand
what it means to love her … we
love such a lot of things. When
the Bible talks about loving
your wife, it contains the
meaning of “sacrifice”.
You can only measure this love
by how much you sacrifice and
by how much your wife is better
off for what you have offered.
Y’shua / Jesus does not die
because we are worthy of love,
He dies to make us lovable.
We h a v e a n e x a m p l e o f
sacrifice.
The man Jacob.
He works fourteen years for the woman that he loves … Rachel.
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**Nugget** If there is no sacrifice, then there is no love. It means I am willing to pay
the price. It means that I am willing to make the long term commitment. It means
that I will do everything to show her that I am her husband.
Ephesians 5:25-27 “Husbands, love your wives [seek the highest good for her and
surround her with a caring, unselfish love], just as Christ also loved the church and gave
Himself up for her, 26so that He might sanctify the church, having cleansed her by the
washing of water with the word [of God], 27so that [in turn] He might present the church to
Himself in glorious splendor, without spot or wrinkle or any such thing; but that she would
be holy [set apart for God] and blameless.”
Colossians 3:19 “Husbands, love your wives and don’t treat them harshly.”
2. Sanctify Her
When you marry, you don’t only marry that which you see today, but also her history, her
family culture, her mannerisms.
Ephesians 5:26-27 “… so that He might sanctify the church, having cleansed her by the
washing of water with the word [of God], 27so that [in turn] He might present the church to
Himself in glorious splendor, without spot or wrinkle or any such thing; but that she would
be holy [set apart for God] and blameless.”
We are to present our brides without “spot or wrinkle”. Spots are visible external
behaviours, wrinkles are internal hurts and wounds from the past.
Husbands are to:
Encourage when needed
Be at peace when she needs
peace
Be joyful when she is down
Be her strength in troubled times
3. Nourish her
Men are required to be students of the
Word. We are supposed to be able to
apply the principles set out so may
years ago, to problems and situations
that are applicable today.
We cannot quote verses, and apply ritual … we need revelation knowledge - and we need
to be seen to be wise.
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As we wash the woman in the WORD, and we apply the “shalom” of the Holy Spirit, we will
be nourishing her.
Ephesians 5:28-29 “Even so husbands should and are morally obligated to love their own
wives as [being in a sense] their own bodies. He who loves his own wife loves himself.
29For no one ever hated his own body, but [instead] he nourishes and protects and
cherishes it, just as Christ does the church,”
4. Dwell with Her
Dwelling means that we take joint responsibility for the home. We are to work in harmony
with her / to be closely aligned with her, she has critical functions to perform, but we
cannot abdicate our role.
By dwelling with her, we get the opportunity to study her character, her ideas, her desires.
As we do this we begin to listen with a different ear, and we begin to understand her.
1 Peter 3:7 “You husbands, likewise, conduct your married lives with understanding.
Although your wife may be weaker physically, you should respect her as a fellow-heir of
the gift of Life. If you don’t, your prayers will be blocked.”
5. Honour Her
Honouring does not mean that you accept her opinion all of the time; it means that you
consult her, that you carefully consider her views, that you treat her as an opposite equal,
that you explain why the family are going to move in a certain direction, BEFORE it
happens.
Yo u t r e a t h e r a s a
queen ... you hold out
the scepter towards her
whenever she wishes to
consult about something
and you take care to
think carefully to her
warnings (even a pagan
king, knew how to
honour Esther).
You show respect for her
opinion in public, you
build her character, and
her esteem before other men / women.
Although she carries a title as the “weaker vessel” you recognise that this has to do with
physical strength and you honour her before others as if she is the “finest china” …
something of great value.
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6. He will leave his family and CLEAVE to her
All through the Bible from Genesis to Matthew we see the Commandment to leave and
cleave.
All to often parents are included in the “marriage”. This is wrong and should be FIXED as
soon as possible.
A wife will only believe that she is the most important, carries the greatest loyalty and will
strive to please her at all times, if there is no competition from the parents for his attention.
**Nugget** You cannot cleave (a word which means cemented / glued / adhere to) if
anyone else has equal attention.
Matthew 19:5-6 “And that He said, ‘For this reason a man should leave his father and
mother and be united with his wife, and the two are to become one flesh’”
Thus they are no longer two, but one. So then, no one should split apart what God has
joined together.”
7. He Provides for Her
Very simply, he provides physically and intimately.
1 Timothy 5:8 “Moreover, anyone who does not provide for his own people, especially for
his family, has disowned the faith and is worse than an unbeliever.”
1 Corinthians 7:1-4 “Now to deal with the questions you wrote about: “Is it good for a
man to keep away from women?” Well, because of the danger of sexual immorality, let
each man have his own wife and each woman her own husband. The husband should give
his wife what she is entitled to in the marriage relationship, and the wife should do the
same for her husband. The wife is not in charge of her own body, but her husband is;
likewise, the husband is not in charge of his own body, but his wife is.”
8. He will be the spiritual leader of the home
Husbands “rule” when:
He act as a “servant-leader
He is brave
He faces life challenges / trials
He prays with his wife
He keeps the feasts of the God of the Bible
He STANDS and takes COURAGE
He serves by washing her feet John 13:1-17
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**NUGGET** Surely someone who “rules” like that will find that his wife respects
him and submits willingly?

Redefining Manhood In Our Marriages and Homes
We have shown exactly what God had intended the man’s role in a marriage to be.
The path of restoration and returning to our position in family and society means that we
must make a conscious freedom of choice decision to change and to pick up the mantle of
GODLY rulership—as a servant leader.
I.

It Always Begins with Mutual Submission

Ephesians 5:21 “… be subject to one another in the fear of Christ.”
Let us use the Metaphor of “The Dance”
It’s not about who takes the first step, it’s about the beauty, rhythm, balance and
movement to the music.
Mutual submission = the dance floor.
The space within which we have freedom to move where we ask each other: “How can I
make you successful in this dance called marriage.”
God is the Choreographer of the dance.
We need to learn how to do this dance called marriage in a way that will honour and reflect
His Glory, His Personhood and will bring joy and fulfilment to us and to one another.
Men, if you are the head of the home, then you must be like Messiah, Who woes His Bride
in to respect and relationship because of a sacrificial love that is so attractive that to do
anything else will be foolish.
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II. A Great Dance / Marriage Requires Clarity of Roles
Someone needs to take the first step in the process of restoration..

Ephesians 5:22-30 “Wives, be subject (be submissive and adapt yourselves) to your
own husbands as [a service] to the Lord. 23For the husband is head of the wife as Christ
is the Head of the church, Himself the Savior of [His] body. 24As the church is subject to
Christ, so let wives also be subject in everything to their husbands. 25Husbands, love
(AGAPE) your wives, as Christ loved the church and gave Himself up for her, 26So that
He might sanctify her,(making her special) having cleansed her by the washing of water
with the Word, (Rhema word). 27That He might present (place beside Himself) the
church to Himself in glorious (radiant) splendor, without spot or wrinkle or any such things
[that she might be holy and faultless]. (So she can become all she was designed to be.)
28Even so husbands should love (AGAPE) their wives as [being in a sense] their own
bodies. (With the same kind of care, commitment and self-preservation.) He who loves his
own wife loves himself. 29For no man ever hated his own flesh, but nourishes and
carefully protects and cherishes (to keep warm, to commune in ways that makes sense
to her, you need to become a student her) it, as Christ does the church, 30because we are
members (parts) of His body.”
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Consider the Ten Commandments for husbands
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Do not take your wife for granted.
Give your wife the highest loyalty ]after God]
Tell your wife often how valuable she is
Win and keep your wife's love
Accept responsibility for family discipline
Do whatever you promise
Covet your wife only
Listen and be attentive to your wife's opinions
Kiss your wife daily
Provide adequately for your wife

1 Peter 3:7
Genesis 2:24
Philippians 2:3/Proverbs 31:1-11
Song of songs 5:10-16
Ephesians 6:4
Matthew 5:37
Proverbs 5:15-20
Genesis 21:12
Song of Songs 8:1
Esther 5:3

III. Husbands Are To “Step Up” and Give Their Lives To Lead Their Families In
Righteousness
What Does This Mean?
Husbands Must Love Their Wives Sacrificially. (Love your wife in a way that costs
you something.)
Husbands Must Love Their Wives With Intentionality. (Build in time.
sacrifice. It will take planning and time.)

Radically

Husbands Must Love Their Wives Sensitively. (Step up in the area of your family
eating together, family discipline and family devotions.)
Is there a MAN in your home?

God, if You will help me, I will be there!!
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PRAYER:
Father, we want to tell You that we understand from Your Word and instinctively in our
hearts that You have designed a family in a way that it will bring great Glory to You, that it
will meet our deepest needs, function in a way that it will protect, provide and love our
children.
We want to say that we are sorry that as men, we have not loved sacrificially and assumed
the moral weight to cherish and nourish our wives – to plan for the development of our
wives and our children. We also want to tell You that we are scared – this is such a radical
thought in our day – we cannot do this alone.
We also understand it will take wives that will want us to assume responsibility. It will take
trial and error and two steps forward and three steps backward. We know we will probably
walk in to some conflict as we are trying to work these things out in our families and we will
get much spiritual opposition.
But there is too much at stake not to be men. We want to be real men – we want to be
men the way Yeshua / Jesus was a Man. He looked deep in to the eyes of hurting,
desperate, immoral people with acceptance and who pulled out a whip and chased out
vagabonds who violated His Temple with great strength. Show us how to be strong and
how to be tender, and when to do which and with whom.
Almighty God, come and raise up strong homes beginning with strong men - we can’t do it
on our own, but we believe that through Messiah we can do all things who gives us the
strength!

AMEN!
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C. REDEFINING THE ROLE OF THE WOMAN IN OUR
MARRIAGES AS A “COMPLEMENTARY OPPOSITE”
The topic arises immediately from the instruction out of Paul’s letter to the
Ephesians:
Ephesians 5:22 “Wives, submit to your own husbands, as to the Lord.”
And so the question begs to be asked:
(i) What was the husband-wife relationship supposed to be in the Old Testament?
AND
(ii) What is this same relationship as defined by Paul supposed to mean?
This passage and others like it, very soon raise controversy. It is true that women have
been ill-treated for ages:
In many countries women are not allowed to attend school
In most of the world some form of slavery of women occurs
In most countries women do not get equal opportunity at work and so on.
And abuse of women occurs daily in the form of violence, rape etc.
So why would anyone, of sane mind, want to think that submitting would be a good thing?

Definition
I think it’s also good to see how this and other similar words are described in the dictionary
so that we can see if there is anything to be concerned about.
i.

Submit

Yielding, capitulation, acceptance, consent and
compliance.
With the exception of consent and acceptance, ALL of
these words have a distinctly negative connotation and
‘capitulation” has the idea of a ruler vs slave
relationship, So it’s quite clear that the word “submit”
does not really mean anything that could be mutually
beneficial.

To be a submissive wife does not mean to be
the husband’s slave.
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ii. Domination
Supremacy, superiority, power, mastery.
Once again, the idea of yielding to someone else creates the idea that “control” has been
relinquished. And yet looking at these word definitions, we do not see any measure of
equality.
iii. Jezebel
A word that often arises within the boundary of a relationship is that of Jezebel. It takes
little to realize that one party is “boss” and the other is “slave / nothing”
iv. What are some synonyms for the word “submit”?
Here is a list of words to consider; do you think that any of these create a warm feeling of
safety, refuge, hope, and love?
Succumb, acquiesce, surrender, appease, capitulate, relinquish, give ground, grin and
bear it, knuckle under, throw in the towel, toe the line.
**NUGGET** Considering all of the above, do you really think that it is unrealistic to
see why people are afraid of the word ‘submit’?
In case you think that this is too much, let’s look at the Greek word that is used in this
regard:
Let us look at the GREEK WORD of meaning:
Strong’s G5293
Hypotasso

to arrange under, to subordinate
to subject, put in subjection
to subject one's self, obey
to submit to one's control
to yield to one's admonition or advice
to obey, be subject

From the Physical to the Spiritual
Paul tells us in:
1 Corinthians 15:45-49 “So it is written [in Scripture], “The first man, Adam, became a
living soul (an individual);” the last Adam (Christ) became a life-giving spirit [restoring the
dead to life]. 46However, the spiritual [the immortal life] is not first, but the physical [the
mortal life]; then the spiritual. 47The first man [Adam] is from the earth, earthy [made of
dust]; the second Man [Christ, the Lord] is from heaven. 48As is the earthly man [the man
of dust], so are those who are of earth; and as is the heavenly [Man], so are those who are
of heaven. 49Just as we have borne the image of the earthly [the man of dust], [a]we will
also bear the image of the heavenly [the Man of heaven].”
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We are expected to walk in the natural, in the physical things of this world, living a life in
obedience to the Commandments … not legalistically but as a measure of whether we are
on the right track or not.
We do this so that we can learn to interpret the meaning of these Commandments and
transform the application thereof into a spiritual reality that will enable us to live and serve
in the Tabernacle of Living Stones.
This implies that we need to understand the Biblical interpretation of the concept of submit
that we can source from the Old Testament.
I suggest that we build the case with the following scriptures:
1. First Scripture:
Exodus. 2:18 “ADONAI, God, said, “It isn’t good that the person should be alone. I will
make for him a companion (kenegdo) suitable for helping (ezer) him.”
And it is in this verse that we find our first Biblical pattern:
The word “ezer” is used in the following, and in each case God is seen as our Helper, the
Warrior that fights for us.
2. Second Scripture:
Psalm 124:8 “Our help (ezer) is in the Name of ADONAI, the Maker of Heaven and
earth.”
3. Third Scripture:
Deuteronomy 33:29 “Who is like you, a people saved by ADONAI, your Defender helping
(ezer) you and your Sword of triumph?”
4. Fourth Scripture:
Exodus 18:4 “The name of the other was Eli‘ezer [my God helps], because the God of my
father helped me by rescuing me from Pharaoh’s sword.”
Meaning of words:
(Is this not interesting; as there are many leaders who either do or would like to say that
women should not be teachers / preachers and if they understand this Hebrew word they
would struggle to dismiss women in ministry.)
The combination therefore reads something like this:
“MY COMPLEMENTING / CORRESPONDING OPPOSITE.”
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The question one must ask is: Are these concepts equal to, or complimentary to those
raised in the New Testament?
1. In both the stories of Ruth and Proverbs 31, the woman is called “hayil”, woman of
valour.

Is this not also the sort of words that Paul uses when he calls all believers / people
(Ephesians 6) to put on the whole Amour of God?
The word helper = ezer and comes from two root words i.e. to save, to be strong.
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Kenegdo = partner

partner, literally, the indication is
that the woman stands “as if in
front of him”

substantive word Ke-negdo we get the word “neged”

that which is conspicuous
in full view of
in front of

the noun “nagid”means

ruler or prince

the verb “nagad” means

to declare
tell
expound
reveal
announce
go ahead

Peter (1 Peter 3:7) speaks of “being heirs TOGETHER of the grace of life”
Paul (Galatians 3:28) speaks of “there is neither male / female, ALL are ONE, in Y’shua /
Jesus”
2. In Proverbs 31: The virtuous wife
Has the heart of her husband safely trusted to her
Is like a merchant ship that does business from far
Provides food for the household
Buys a field
Acts as a merchant for the products that she makes
Reaches out to the needy
Opens her mouth in wisdom, and kindness
Walks in strength, honour and her husband calls her blessed.
These attributes define a woman who has great capacity, has the authority of her
husband to move and transact on her own - this is not the acts of someone that is
“capitulating”.
Men and woman equal but different
I think by now we can say that the translation “help-meet” and the word submit have a
pretty “POOR” reflection on what is described in other verses.
Mankind as originally made is divided into two … equal, but different. In fact, it is almost
like a scale, without the other half you are out of balance,
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The two halves reflect the whole.

Man:
Consider the gifting - rational thinking, risk mitigation, planning, protection
Consider the calling to lay down your life for your spouse
Further consider, the commandment to love unconditionally.
Woman:
Consider the gifting - to nurture, to foster relationships, emotional intelligence
Consider the calling to respect your husband
Why would we say that a woman is equal to a man?
Simply - God says its not good that he is alone.
God therefore makes someone whose attributes are different, but whose strength is
equal to the man.
**NUGGET** True submission, in balance, is reflected in the harmony and the unity
of the relationship. Conversely, if there is no unity, then there is no mutual
submission.
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Have we been Misinterpreting the word ‘Head’ in Ephesians 5?

Unlike man's, the woman's body was not taken from the earth. God built one side of the
man into woman—so that the single human being became two, thereby demonstrating
irrefutably the equality of man and woman. (Pixabay)
The Greek word Paul uses for "head" in Ephesians 5:23 is kephale, which was commonly
used to refer to the physical head on one's shoulders. In fact, of the 59 times kephale is
found in the New Testament, 44 times, it is used of someone's literal, physical head.
The issue, then, concerns the meaning of kephale when it is used figuratively. Does it, as
the English word "head," refer to someone in charge, as in the "head" of General
Motors?
That was the assumption until a landmark study by Dr. Berkley and Alvera Michlesen
entitled "The Head of the Epistles" that was published in the Feb. 20, 1981 issue
of Christianity Today. They examined and compared how the Jewish translators of the
Greek Septuagint had translated rosh, the Hebrew word for "head," into Greek. Their
findings completely upended the traditional view and threw many traditionalists into
disarray.
1. They discovered that when rosh was used literally to refer to someone's physical head,
they used kephale.
2. When rosh was used figuratively to refer to the source or origin of something, they
would again use kephale.
3. However, they discovered that when rosh was used figuratively to refer to a person of
authority, the Septuagint translators avoided kephale and used archon (ruler) or a
similar word.
This shows that when Paul says in Ephesians 5:23 that the husband is the kephale of the
wife, his point is not about authority and leadership.
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If he had wanted to establish an authoritarian structure for marriage, he could easily have
done so by using words such as archon (ruler), despot (master) or time (one of rank and
honor). Any of these would have unambiguously communicated the idea of superior rank
and authority.
Paul, instead, avoids those words and speaks of the husband as the kephale, or
source of the wife. In doing so he is referring back to the Genesis account of creation
where, instead of creating a separate creature from the ground to make the woman, God
took a side from the person He had already created from the dust, and built the side into
the woman. The popular Jewish commentary known as The Chumash says,
Unlike man's, the woman's body was not taken from the earth. God built one side of the
man into woman—so that the single human being became two, thereby demonstrating
irrefutably the equality of man and woman (Hyatt, Paul, Women and Church, 85).
This was important, for ancient, pagan teaching said that woman had been made from a
different and inferior source than man, which became the basis for male superiority and
female subservience. It also became the basis for homosexuality, for as Plato declared,
"the truly noble soul is masculine and will therefore seek out another male as the object of
its love," because they are alike and of the same substance.
Paul's use of kephale carried connotations of mutuality between the man and the woman
and undermined the ancient argument for homosexuality. It also contributed to Paul's call
for commitment and intimacy in the marriage relationship by highlighting the common
origin of the sexes.
Commenting on the use of kephale in the New Testament, Dr. David Scholer, the late
Professor of New Testament at Fuller Theological Seminary, stated that the latest research
"does not support the traditionalist or complementarian view of male headship and
female submission." He goes on to say, "This data supports a new understanding in
Christ by which men and women are viewed in a mutually supportive, submissive
relationship."

Boundaries to Submission
1. Let us see this balance in action (no-one rules over the other)
Mary, yields to God without asking Joseph for permission,--the story of the impregnation
by the Holy Spirit of the man Y’shua, without JOSEPH being informed at all.
Luke 1:26-33 “Now in the sixth month [of Elizabeth’s pregnancy] the angel Gabriel was
sent from God to a city in Galilee called Nazareth, to a virgin betrothed to a man whose
name was Joseph, a descendant of the house of David; and the virgin’s name was Mary.
And coming to her, the angel said, “Greetings, favored one! The Lord is with you.” But she
was greatly perplexed at what he said, and kept carefully considering what kind of greeting
this was. The angel said to her, “Do not be afraid, Mary, for you have found favor with God.
Listen carefully: you will conceive in your womb and give birth to a son, and you shall
name Him Jesus. He will be great and eminent and will be called the Son of the Most High;
and the Lord God will give Him the throne of His father David; and He will reign over the
house of Jacob (Israel) forever, and of His kingdom there shall be no end.”
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Luke 1:34-38 “Mary said to the angel, “How will this be, since I am a virgin and have no
intimacy with any man?” Then the angel replied to her, “The Holy Spirit will come upon
you, and the power of the Most High will overshadow you [like a cloud]; for that reason the
holy (pure, sinless) Child shall be called the Son of God. And listen, even your relative
Elizabeth has also conceived a son in her old age; and she who was called barren is now
in her sixth month. For with God nothing [is or ever] shall be impossible.” 38Then Mary
said, “Behold, I am the servant of the Lord; may it be done to me according to your word.”
And the angel left her.”
Matthew 1:18-25 “Now the birth of Jesus Christ was as follows: when His mother Mary
had been betrothed to Joseph, before they came together she was found to be with child
by [the power of] the Holy Spirit. 19And Joseph her [promised] husband, being a just
and righteous man and not wanting to expose her publicly to shame, planned to
send her away and divorce her quietly. 20But after he had considered this, an angel
of the Lord appeared to him in a dream, saying, “Joseph, descendant of David, do
not be afraid to take Mary as your wife, for the Child who has been conceived in her is of
the Holy Spirit. 21She will give birth to a Son, and you shall name Him Jesus (The Lord is
salvation), for He will save His people from their sins.” 22All this happened in order to fulfill
what the Lord had spoken through the prophet [Isaiah]: 23“Behold, the virgin shall be with
child and give birth to a Son, and they shall call His name Immanuel”—which, when
translated, means, “God with us.” 24Then Joseph awoke from his sleep and did as the
angel of the Lord had commanded him, and he took Mary [to his home] as his wife, 25but
he kept her a virgin until she had given birth to a Son [her firstborn child]; and he named
Him Jesus (The Lord is salvation).”
On the other hand Peter tells us that the woman of “old adorned” them selves in subjection
to their husbands
1 Peter 3:5-6 “For in this way in former times the holy women, who hoped in God, used to
adorn themselves, being submissive to their own husbands and adapting themselves to
them; 6just as Sarah obeyed Abraham [following him and having regard for him as
head of their house], calling him lord. And you have become her daughters if you do
what is right without being frightened by any fear [that is, being respectful toward your
husband but not giving in to intimidation, nor allowing yourself to be led into sin, nor to be
harmed].”
Again, we see ABRAHAM, being told by God to listen to Sarah in respect of the Hagar /
Ismael event; while earlier she accepted his decision to leave the land of Ur and go to
Canaan.
Genesis 21:10-12 “Therefore she said to Abraham, “Drive out this maid and her son, for
the son of this maid shall not be an heir with my son Isaac.” 11The situation distressed
Abraham greatly because of his son [Ishmael]. 12God said to Abraham, “Do not let it
distress you because of Ishmael and your maid; whatever Sarah tells you, listen to
her and do what she asks, for your descendants will be named through Isaac.”
And again, we see that Abigail, disobeys her unbelieving husband, Nabal, who helps David
so that her whole family is saved.
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1 Samuel 25:4-28 “David heard in the wilderness that Nabal was shearing his sheep. So
David sent ten young men; and David said to the young men, “Go up to Carmel and go to
Nabal, and greet him in my name; and this is what you shall say, ‘Have a long life! Peace
be to you, and peace to your house, and peace to all that you have. Now I have heard that
you have shearers. Now your shepherds have been with us and we have not harmed
them, nor were they missing anything all the time they were in Carmel. Ask your young
men and they will tell you. Therefore let my young men find favor in your sight [and be
well-treated], for we have come on a good (festive) day. Please, give whatever you find at
hand to your servants and to your son David.’” When David’s young men came, they
spoke to Nabal according to all these words in the name of David; then they waited. But
Nabal answered David’s servants and said, “Who is David? And who is the son of Jesse?
[There are many servants today, each of whom is breaking away from his master. So
should I take my bread and my water and my meat that I have slaughtered for my
shearers, and give it to men when I do not know where they are from?” So David’s young
men made their way back and returned; and they came and told him everything that was
said [to them by Nabal]. David said to his men, “Each man put on your sword.” So each
man put on his sword. David also put on his sword, and about four hundred men went up
behind David while two hundred stayed back with the provisions and supplies.But one of
Nabal’s young men told Abigail, Nabal’s wife, “Listen, David sent messengers out of the
wilderness to bless (greet) our master, and he shouted at them [in contempt]. But David’s
men were very good to us, and we were not harmed or treated badly, nor did we miss
anything as long as we were with them, when we were in the fields. They were a wall [of
protection] to us both night and day, all the time that we were with them tending the sheep.
Now then, know this and consider what you should do, for evil is [already] planned against
our master and against all his household; but he is such a [worthless and wicked man that
one cannot speak [reasonably] to him.” Then Abigail hurried and took two hundred loaves
of bread, two jugs of wine, five sheep already prepared [for roasting], five measures of
roasted grain, a hundred clusters of raisins, and two hundred cakes of figs, and loaded
them on donkeys. She said to her young men (servants), “Go on ahead of me;
behold, I am coming after you.” But she did not tell her husband Nabal. It happened
that as she was riding on her donkey and coming down by [way of] the hidden part
of the mountain, that suddenly David and his men were coming down toward her,
and she met them. Now David had said, “Surely in vain I have protected and guarded all
that this man has in the wilderness, so that nothing was missing of all that belonged to
him; and he has repaid me evil for good. May God do so to the enemies of David, and
more also, if by morning I leave [alive] even one male of any who belong to him.” When
Abigail saw David, she hurried and dismounted from the donkey, and kneeled face
downward before David and bowed down to the ground [in respect]. Kneeling at his feet
she said, “My lord, let the blame and guilt be on me alone. And please let your
maidservant speak to you, and listen to the words of your maidservant. Please do not let
my lord pay attention to this worthless man, Nabal, for as his name is, so is he. Nabal
(fool) is his name and foolishness (stupidity) is with him; but I your maidservant did not see
my lord’s young men whom you sent. So now, my lord, as the Lord lives, and as your soul
lives, since the Lord has prevented you from shedding blood, and from avenging yourself
by your own hand, now then let your enemies and those who seek to do evil to my lord, be
as [self-destructive as] Nabal. Now this gift, which your maidservant has brought my lord,
let it be given to the young men who accompany and follow my lord. Please forgive the
transgression of your maidservant; for the Lord will certainly make my lord a secure and
enduring house, because my lord is fighting the battles of the Lord, and evil will not be
found in you all your days.”
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1 Samuel 25:29-42 “Should anyone rise up to pursue you and to seek your life, then the
life of my lord will be bound in the [precious] bundle of the living with the Lord your God;
but the lives of your enemies—those He will hurl out as from the center of a sling. And it
will happen when the Lord does for my lord according to all the good that He has spoken
(promised) concerning you, and appoints you ruler over Israel, that this [incident] will not
cause grief or [bring] a troubled conscience to my lord, both by having shed blood without
cause and by my lord having avenged himself. When the Lord deals well with my lord,
then remember [with favor] your maidservant.” David said to Abigail, “Blessed be the Lord,
the God of Israel, who sent you to meet me this day. And blessed be your discretion and
discernment, and blessed be you, who has kept me from bloodshed this day and from
avenging myself by my own hand. Nevertheless, as the Lord the God of Israel lives, who
has prevented me from harming you, if you had not come quickly to meet me, most
certainly by the morning light there would not have been left to Nabal so much as one
male.” So David accepted what she had brought to him and said to her, “Go up to your
house in peace. See, I have listened to you and have granted your request.” Then Abigail
came to Nabal, and he was holding a feast in his house [for the shearers], like the feast of
a king. And Nabal’s mood was joyous because he was very drunk; so she told him nothing
at all until the morning light. But in the morning, when Nabal was sober, and his wife told
him these things, his heart died within him and he became [paralyzed and helpless] like a
stone. About ten days later, the Lord struck Nabal and he died.”
1 Samuel 25:39-42 “When David heard that Nabal was dead, he said, “Blessed be the
Lord, who has pleaded the cause of my reproach [suffered] at the hand of Nabal and has
kept His servant from [retaliating with] evil. For the Lord has returned the wickedness of
Nabal on his own head.” Then David sent word to Abigail, proposing to take her as his
wife. 40When the servants of David came to Abigail at Carmel, they said to her, “David sent
us to you to take you [to him] to be his wife.” 41And she stood and bowed with her face to
the ground and said, “Behold, your maidservant is [ready to be] a maid to wash the feet of
the servants of my lord.” 42Then Abigail quickly got up, and rode on a donkey, with five of
her maidens who attended her; and she followed the messengers of David and became
his wife.”
And again, the woman Rahab who moves in faith and saves her entire household, while
the men in that household did nothing.”
Joshua 6:25 “So Joshua spared Rahab the prostitute, with her father’s household and
everything that she had; and she has lived among Israel to this day, because she hid the
messengers (scouts) whom Joshua sent to spy out Jericho.”
And finally, Paul tells us that we have to be careful of BOTH woman and men who are
busy with false teaching
2 Corinthians 11:2-3 “I am jealous for you with a godly jealousy because I have promised
you to one husband, to present you as a pure virgin to Christ. But I am afraid that, even as
the serpent beguiled Eve by his cunning, your minds may be corrupted and led away from
the simplicity of [your sincere and] pure devotion to Christ.”
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2 Corinthians 11:4 “For [you seem willing to allow it] if one comes and preaches another
Jesus whom we have not preached, or if you receive a different spirit from the one you
received, or a different gospel from the one you accepted. You tolerate all this beautifully
[welcoming the deception].”
1 Timothy 2:13-14 “For Adam was formed first [by God from the earth], then Eve; 14and it
was not Adam who was deceived, but the woman who was led astray and fell into sin.”
2. Submission to true Elders
There is a misperception that any leaders of a Church’s word “must” be accepted, and
that their word should be absolute authority. This is not Biblical!!
Hebrew 13:17 “Obey your leaders and submit to them, for they keep watch over your
lives, as people who will have to render an account.”
What is correct?
We must submit to those who are older
We must submit to those who are knowledgeable
We must submit to the extent that their word / knowledge reflects the Bible
accurately … nothing else, to those who feed the flock; their authority is simply in
teaching the WORD in spirit and truth.
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1 Peter 5:1-2 “Therefore, I urge the congregation leaders among you, as a fellow-leader
and witness to the Messiah’s sufferings, as well as a sharer in the glory to be revealed:
shepherd the flock of God that is in your care, exercising oversight not out of constraint,
but willingly, as God wants; and not out of a desire for dishonest gain, but with
enthusiasm;”

Godly Submission1
I. It Always Begins with Mutual Submission (in other words, you must wrap yourself
up in humility towards one another)
Ephesians 5:21 “. . . and be subject to one another in the fear of Christ.”
The Meaning of “Submission” it is a military term.

The authority of the father and husband
YHVH has put an authority structure in place. A wife and unmarried daughter are under the authority
of the man in the house (This will include children, boys and girls who are not of age yet.)
In Numbers 30:1-16, we find detailed instructions regarding vows and the authority of the father to
annul a vow made by his daughter who lives under his roof, as well as vows made by women. A
husband, when he finds out about a vow his wife has made can annul the vow if he doesn’t agree
with it.
Numbers 30:1–16
1 Then Moses spoke to the heads of the tribes of the sons of Israel, saying, “This is the word which
YHVH has commanded. 2 “If a man makes a vow to YHVH, or takes an oath to bind himself with
a binding obligation, he shall not violate his word; he shall do according to all that proceeds
out of his mouth. 3 “Also if a woman makes a vow to YHVH, and binds herself by an obligation in
her father’s house in her youth, 4and her father hears her vow and her obligation by which she has
bound herself, and her father says nothing to her, then all her vows shall stand and every obligation
by which she has bound herself shall stand. 5 “But if her father should forbid her on the day he
hears of it, none of her vows or her obligations by which she has bound herself shall
stand; and YHVH will forgive her because her father had forbidden her. 6 “However, if she should
marry while under her vows or the rash statement of her lips by which she has bound herself, 7 and
her husband hears of it and says nothing to her on the day he hears it, then her vows shall stand and
her obligations by which she has bound herself shall stand. 8 “But if on the day her husband
hears of it, he forbids her, then he shall annul her vow which she is under and the rash
statement of her lips by which she has bound herself; and YHVH will forgive her. 9 “But the
vow of a widow or of a divorced woman, everything by which she has bound herself, shall
stand against her. 10 “However, if she vowed in her husband’s house, or bound herself by an
obligation with an oath, 11 and her husband heard it, but said nothing to her and did not forbid her,
then all her vows shall stand and every obligation by which she bound herself shall stand. 12 “But if
her husband indeed annuls them on the day he hears them, then whatever proceeds out of her lips
concerning her vows or concerning the obligation of herself shall not stand; her husband has
annulled them, and YHVH will forgive her. 13 “Every vow and every binding oath to humble
herself, her husband may confirm it or her husband may annul it. 14 “But if her husband
indeed says nothing to her from day to day, then he confirms all her vows or all her
obligations which are on her; he has confirmed them, because he said nothing to her on the
day he heard them. 15 “But if he indeed annuls them after he has heard them, then he shall
bear her guilt.”
1

In the feministic society we live in, this is unthinkable. However, this is not a form of oppression,
there is protection for the daughter and wife in this. Women tend to be more emotional than men; we
were designed this way for our unique role. We may sometimes, while in an emotional state, make a
rash statement. When the husband hears of this, he can annul it and she will be free from the
obligation of her words. However, if he hears of it and allows it, it will stand.
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Philippians 2:3-4 summarise the basic attitude: think more highly of others than of
yourself:
Philippians 2:3-4 “Do nothing from selfishness or empty conceit [through factional
motives, or strife], but with [an attitude of] humility [being neither arrogant nor selfrighteous], regard others as more important than yourselves. 4Do not merely look out for
your own personal interests, but also for the interests of others.”
Y’shua / Jesus submitted Himself to the Father … not because He was inferior, but to fulfil
a plan for the greatest good for the greatest people; “who for the joy set before Him
endured the cross.”
Mutual submission means:
NO room for male chauvinism / Jezebel
NO room for any kind of abuse
NO room for any kind of tyranny
NO room for any female manipulation and control
When we go in to marriage, we love each other based on our relationship with Messiah.

Biblical submission is a Powerful choice!
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Meaning of submission:
Submission is to share in every decision contributing that portion of the gift that
God had allocated to each one … no decision should be made purely on
rationality, but should include the insight of emotional intelligence and relationship
building … we need both sides to be in balance, it is all about equality.
It is about the structure of how things work and the function (e.g. Y’shua God gives
the man the courage to take initiative in the Garden of Eden: “Father, not My Will
but let Your Will be done”).
This structure allows the husband to negate a vow made by his wife, if he when
hearing of it, sees that the consequences would be detrimental. (Please note—this
is protection NOT control)
Let us take an example … 2 people are dancing, God is the choreographer (He plans
out the dance routine) …both want to do their steps like God wants.
He says to the man: Step UP and love her.
He says to the woman: Step IN and follow him!
Goal: Harmony, beauty, balance and the dance.
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II. A Marriage Requires Clarity of Roles
There is a structure and function in the God-Head, on a team, in government and in a
marriage:
Ephesians 5:22-25 “… Wives, be subject (be submissive and adapt yourselves) to your
own husbands as [a service] to the Lord. 23For the husband is head (structure and
function) of the wife as Christ is the Head of the church, Himself the Saviour of [His] body.
24As the church is subject to Christ, so let wives also be subject in everything to their
husbands. 25However, let each man of you [without exception] love his wife as [being in a
sense] his very own self; and let the wife see that she respects and reverences her
husband [that she notices him, regards him, honors him, prefers him, venerates, and
esteems him; and that she defers to him, praises him, and loves and admires him
exceedingly].”

This structure refers to an order … it is not
about a hierarchy of control. The wife can
easily submit when the husband steps UP
and loves radically.

Summary
1. Men and women live in mutual submission to one another.
2. There is a clear role for women – namely to provide the relationship / nurturing insight,
they can take on any business / work opportunity, but cannot go to war with weapons
against men. In the spiritual domain however, this restriction will not apply since we are
not involved in psychical life or death (bloodshed).
3. Y’shua / Jesus and Paul, made sure that women were taken out of the gutter as things,
objects, slaves, were made equal, seen as co-heirs to the grace of God, were made
brothers and sisters in Messiah, and were confirmed as valuable and important that a
man should give his literal life for her.
She was saved from the following:
For the JEW, his wife was a slave
For the Greek, she was just an object of pleasure to be used when and for and if
his purposes allowed
For the Romans, a women was disposable and dispensable
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Related passages:
1 Peter 3:1-6 “IN LIKE manner, you married women, be submissive to your own
husbands [subordinate yourselves as being secondary to and dependent on them, and
adapt yourselves to them], so that even if any do not obey the Word [of God], they may be
won over not by discussion but by the [godly] lives of their wives, 2When they observe the
pure and modest way in which you conduct yourselves, together with your reverence [for
your husband; you are to feel for him all that reverence includes: to respect, defer to,
revere him—to honor, esteem, appreciate, prize, and, in the human sense, to adore
him, that is, to admire, praise, be devoted to, deeply love, and enjoy your husband]. 3Let
not yours be the [merely] external adorning with [elaborate] interweaving and knotting of
the hair, the wearing of jewelry, or changes of clothes; 4But let it be the inward adorning
and beauty of the hidden person of the heart, with the incorruptible and unfading charm of
a gentle and peaceful spirit, which [is not anxious or wrought up, but] is very precious in
the sight of God. 5For it was thus that the pious women of old who hoped in God were
[accustomed] to beautify themselves and were submissive to their husbands [adapting
themselves to them as themselves secondary and dependent upon them]. 6It was thus that
Sarah obeyed Abraham [following his guidance and acknowledging his headship over her
by] calling him lord (master, leader, authority). And you are now her true daughters if you
do right and let nothing terrify you [not giving way to hysterical fears or letting anxieties
unnerve you].”
Colossians 3:18 “Wives, be subject to your husbands [subordinate and adapt yourselves
to them], as is right and fitting and your proper duty in the Lord.”
1 Corinthians 11:3 “But I want you to know and realise that Christ is the Head of every
man, the head of a woman is her husband, and the Head of Christ is God.”
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How should men and women respond to GOD’s Plan for a Good
Marriage?
Through the ages we have seen the conflict between men and women in relationships.

Much of this conflict has to do with:
Wrong teaching from church leaders - namely, that the man is the boss and should make
all decisions and the woman must submit.
a) We are all equal
We all have different gifts and roles to fulfil.
The man must take initiative, but that does not mean that the woman is unimportant, or
less valuable. What we find is that women are described as “valiant warriors” and, more
importantly – in Proverbs 31, we see that she is empowered by GOD to be in business, to
take part in community affairs, and so on.
b) Wrong leadership role models
The only real role model of leadership that we see today is that of:
i)

The military

ii)

The business world
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In each of these cases we find “one” boss who makes all decisions and the rest obey.
The church has unfortunately blindly followed this model without thinking about how a
Godly model should function. This aspect is even more strange when we read in the
WORD that we are to be “set apart”, “a royal priesthood”, “a holy nation”.
How can we possibly think that we are set apart when we look EXACTLY like the world
system. Remember, only those who are set-apart can reflect God’s glory!!
Worldly submission
It’s not surprising that many women find the word – “to submit” - unacceptable. Is it not
strange that the world has moved on – especially with the new constitutions – to recognize
the role of women.
If that is the case, why does the church still hold onto its old style of “management”?
Submission has brought abuse, domination, and pain to many women. At best, it has
resulted in many women living pleasant but meaningless lives as they are prevented from
reaching the potential that GOD placed inside of them.
Mutual Submission
At the moment of creation mankind is made in singular, but includes the attributes of both
male and female. Soon afterwards, GOD brings about a separation – into two new entities.
Male, Adam (who has now “lost” some of what he had before, and Female, Eve, who now
makes up that which was originally part of the first mankind
The first marriage highlights this critical fact - when Adam and Eve join together they
become ONE – they revert back to the fullness of GOD’s initial creation.
And it is only in this format - a loving relationship … that this image of GOD’s prefect
Creation is revealed.
We call that relationship – mutual submission.

So how does this work?
After the fall of man, the wearing of fig leaves, and the hiding from GOD, we find the
following:
Back to the Garden … the judgment is handed down.
Although Adam and Eve are both guilty, their “sin” is different,
Their judgments are different.
Adam fails to exercise his opinion - he is silent.
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Eve did not consult Adam and so the following curse:

“To the woman He said, “I will greatly increase your pain in childbirth.
You will bring forth children in pain.
YOUR DESIRE will be toward your husband,
And he will rule (with authority) over you and be responsible for you.”
Strong’s 8669 : DESIRE
= desiring to be in control or = desiring to war
Because Adam failed to exercise due care and
responsibility and,
to KEEP and GUARD this Garden,
Eve and her female descendants will want to take
control.
Adam’s judgement is also appropriately matched
to his choice.
Since he does not “KEEP and GUARD” the
Garden,
In the case of ALL men - They will experience
HARDSHIP in the primary purpose of PROVIDING
for their families.
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Genesis 3:18 “The ground is (now) under a curse because of you;
In sorrow and toil you shall eat (the fruit) of it all the days of your life.
“Both thorns and thistles it shall grow for you; And you shall eat the plants of the field.”
GOD SAYS:
“Man will rule over the woman” ...
Rulership
Means CONTROL / domination and in some cases, ABUSE.
c)

GOD’s intention with the word “rule” is something far from what most people think and
do today.

What is GODLY Submission?
“Mutual submission”
There will always be the aspect of maintaining and reflecting UNITY / ONENESS at all
times.
When Jesus submits to GOD we find the following:
An abiding in love
A humbleness of spirit
John 15:10 “If you keep My Commands, you will stay in My Love just as I have kept My Father’s Commands and stay in His love.
I have said this to you so that My joy may be in you, and your joy be complete.”
Philippians 2:8 “He humbled Himself still more by becoming obedient even to death death on a stake as a criminal!”
How do men rule in a GODLY manner?
LOVE her
SANCTIFY her
NOURISH her
DWELL with her HONOUR her
He will leave his family and CLEAVE to her.
He PROVIDES for her.

He will be the SPIRITUAL leader of the home.
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Surely someone who “rules” like that will find that his wife RESPECTS him and SUBMITS
willingly?
BOTH MUST GIVE!
Man’s natural inclination is to do things.
Woman’s natural inclination is to understand the emotional side of things.
Man must now remember to STOP before he acts and listen to his wife’s emotional input.
The woman must stop using her emotions to dominate and prevent her husband from
doing things.
This obviously happens when both have submitted their respective gifts to YHVH and to
one another.
This is TRUE mutual submission.
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FOUR QUESTIONS TO SEE IF THERE IS MUTUAL SUBMITTING TO
EACH OTHER IN THE HOME?
(If only one person makes all of the calls, and the other’s opinions are never considered—
then we do not have mutual submission)
1) When a major decision is to be made in your home, who would your children say
holds the most influence and who defers or submits to that decision?
2) When conflict occurs in your home about what your children can or cannot do –
whose opinion is usually followed when there’s conflict?
3) When a major purchase is being considered – whose thoughts, opinions and
influence are most often the final say concerning cost, timing, colours and
affordability?
4) In general, which spouse in your home has the greatest sense of security and
peace that things will be handled well, thought through and carefully planned for the
welfare of your marriage and home?
III. SUBMISSION: Wives Are To “Step-In” (NOT step OVER) and Support, Affirm, and
Encourage Their Husbands With Strength and Respect To Lead Their Families in
Righteousness.
What Does This Mean?
1. Wives must understand that marriage is not an equalitarian fifty/fifty proposition.
It’s a 100:100 commitment. Both parties contribute different “things” but we both fully
need each other’s value proposition.
You have influence, what you need is protection - do you see the contribution that both
bring?
2. Wives must VOLUNTARILY support their husbands from the heart as an act of
obedience to Christ.
Submission primarily is:
an attitude that turns into a behaviour,
done as an act of worship,
that causes you to treat your husband with affirmation, support and respect,
that produces the kind of man that loves you unconditionally.
3. Wives must believe that submission (“stepping IN” vs. “stepping over”) is a woman’s
greatest ally; the key to bringing about positive change.

Question:
Where would you like to see your husband change?
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For example: More romantic? More responsible? Take a higher interest in the financial
matters? lead spiritually? take more interest in what is going on with the children?
Communicate more?
Answer there is a better way than fighting, nagging, begging, and so on:
1 Peter 3:1-6 “IN LIKE manner, you married women, be submissive to your own
husbands [subordinate yourselves as being secondary to and dependent on them, and
adapt yourselves to them], so that even if any do not obey the Word [of God], they may be
won over not by discussion but by the [godly] lives of their wives, 2When they observe the
pure and modest way in which you conduct yourselves, together with your reverence [for
your husband; you are to feel for him all that reverence includes: to respect, defer to,
revere him—to honor, esteem, appreciate, prize, and, in the human sense, to adore
him, that is, to admire, praise, be devoted to, deeply love, and enjoy your husband]. 3Let
not yours be the [merely] external adorning with [elaborate] interweaving and knotting of
the hair, the wearing of jewelry, or changes of clothes; 4But let it be the inward adorning
and beauty of the hidden person of the heart, with the incorruptible and unfading
charm of a gentle and peaceful spirit, which [is not anxious or wrought up, but] is
very precious in the sight of God. 5For it was thus that the pious women of old who
hoped in God were [accustomed] to beautify themselves and were submissive to their
husbands [adapting themselves to them as themselves secondary and dependent upon
them]. 6It was thus that Sarah obeyed Abraham [following his guidance and acknowledging
his headship over her by] calling him lord (master, leader, authority). And you are now
her true daughters if you do right and let nothing terrify you [not giving way to hysterical
fears or letting anxieties unnerve you].”
Colossians 3:18 “Wives, be subject to your husbands [subordinate and adapt yourselves
to them], as is right and fitting and your proper duty in the Lord.”
1 Corinthians 11:3 “But I want you to know and realize that Christ is the Head of every
man, the head of a woman is her husband, and the Head of Christ is God.”
What SUBMISSION Does Not Mean:
1. It doesn’t mean you are to be passive or feel inferior.
2. It doesn’t mean that you submit only when you think he’s right – that is agreement.
3. It doesn’t mean that you violate Scripture, reason, or morality to support your husband.
4. It doesn’t mean you’re a doormat – with strength and beauty you bring your opinions
and concerns with passion and persuasion and with intensity and RESPECT.
5. It doesn’t mean you “use submission” as a tool to get your way.
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A FINAL THOUGHT
Submission is what you do before God, out of reverence for Messiah to say to your
husband “I love you”.
The analogy is made that the wife submits to the man as the Body submits to
Messiah.
This is NOT placing man ABOVE the woman – it is defining an order.
Remember, the husband and the wife HAVE BECOME ONE. The mutual
submission, and the unity in all matters produces a Bride for Messiah.
It is so vital to see and understand the concept of ONE.
You see, when it comes to blessing and the importance of a WOMAN’s ROLE, we see that
GOD commands the SAME HONOUR to both women and men.
Ex 20:12 “Honour your father and your mother, that your days may be long in the land that
the LORD your God is giving you.”
If we both do this - the results will be: children will have security, relationships have
longevity, communication levels grow, romance soars, love intensifies, and we are building
a home with strong, loving, healthy families.
God blessed the man AND the woman
The one wasn’t blessed more than the other – there are equal blessings. God spoke to
both of them – both enjoyed an equal relationship with God.
Note: it does not say that the man hears from God and then tells his wife, it does not say
that the wife doesn’t have a relationship with God herself.
Genesis 3:8 “And they heard the
sound of the Lord God walking in the
Garden in the cool of the day, and
Adam and his wife hid themselves from
the presence of the Lord God among
the trees of the garden.”
Both walked and talked with God – they
had an equal relationship with God.
Genesis 1:28 “…have dominion…”
Who was to have dominion?
BOTH were.

THEY
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EQUAL blessing.
EQUAL relationship.
EQUAL dominion.
They were one in God.
There is a special anointing for husband-and-wife-couples who chooses to serve the Lord
together. When these couples minister the Word of God together, God will multiply their
anointing.
John 14:12b “…he will do even greater things…”

AMEN
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D. WHAT’s A MAN TO DO?
Applying Ephesians 5:21-33

Introduction
Would someone please show me the “Box Top?” - the bigger picture of what it looks like to
be a man and husband in the family.
This is God’s job description of what it means to be a real man with your wife and with your
family. This is not a “to do” list. This is a picture of the responsibility you have in the home.
The What ➛ “Step Up” in Love (Ephesians 5:21-33)
The How ➛ A Man’s Top Three Priorities:
(i) Provision
(ii) Protection
(iii) Nurture
1 Timothy 5:8 “If anyone fails to provide for his relatives, and especially for those of his
own family, he has disowned the faith [by failing to accompany it with fruits] and is worse
than an unbeliever [who performs his obligation in these matters].”
1 Peter 3:7 “In the same way you married men should live considerately with [your wives],
with an intelligent recognition [of the marriage relation], honouring the woman as
[physically] the weaker, but [realizing that you] are joint heirs of the grace (God’s unmerited
favour) of life, in order that your prayers may not be hindered and cut off. [Otherwise you
cannot pray effectively.]”

How To “Step Up” In Love To Lead Your Wife And Family
I. Husbands hold primary responsibility for the financial provision of their families
1 Timothy 5:8 “If anyone fails to provide for his relatives, and especially for those of his
own family, he has disowned the faith [by failing to accompany it with fruits] and is worse
than an unbeliever [who performs his obligation in these matters].”
•

The Role ➛ The Family “CFO / Bank President” … you are the family breadwinner.
That does not mean that you have to do everything, but it means that at the end of the
day, when you look at the financial issues in your home, you are morally responsible
before God. Does it mean that a woman should never work? No! Proverbs 31 teaches
us that women do work. But men are primarily responsible for the financial health of
your home. This does not only mean money. This would include things like savings,
credit to debt ratio, retirement, insurance, wills / testaments, trusts, investments and
spending.
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For example: if there is this huge credit problem in your family, don’t look at your wife and
say: “you are spending too much”; you are morally responsible to stand up and pull in the
reigns: “This is where we are at financially.”
What this means by way of responsibility is … you are to provide shelter, food, clothes,
and financial training for you, your wife and your children.
It is a real man’s responsibility to say … there will be a roof over our head, there will be
food on the table, I will teach this family, I will learn if I need to get it and how we are going
to operate.
The Practical Outworking ➛ 5 Objectives
i) Do Honest Work
ii) Honour God First
Your family will watch and follow what you model not what you say.
You put in an honest day’s work at a good job and then as God provides, you honour Him
first with your finances. This communicates to your wife and your children that He gave
you the job, that you are His steward and so you give first to Him.
iii) Live Within Your Means
If this much comes in this month, then you can only spend this much. It has the idea of
discipline. Do not spend more than what you actually have. This is part of being the leader
in your home.
iv) Prepare for the Future
There is a savings plan, there is a retirement plan, there is some type of life insurance that
you have thought through for your wife and family. If something happens to you, and you
have thought the needs that they will have five years from now, 10 years, 15 years … you
are morally responsible as far as it depends on you to take care of that.
v) Train Your Children
The thing that will kill your
children is if they can’t
handle their money. They
must learn how to handle
their time and money.
For example: When your
children are small give
them each three jars one
for giving, one for saving,
one for spending.
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Every time they got pocket money, they dropped money in to each jar. From early on you
teach your children that is the three things you do.
10 / 80 / 10 principle ➛ give the first 10%, live on the next 80%, save the next 10%
As your children grow up, you can change the jars for a savings account and later on a
credit card. You teach them how credit cards work, how to pay something off and you
teach them delayed gratification.
To teach them this means that you model it. The core values that you want to teach here
are first a work ethic. Money is just a “thing” … it is always related to work, priorities and
related to values.
The Core Values ➛ to model and teach
1. Work Ethic
Men, look at your families and decide to teach them to work – teach them to be
responsible. For example: you do homework before you can watch TV or play video
games – they do chores around the house – like making their own bed and tidying up their
rooms. Step in to their rooms and say: We are going to learn how to live wisely with our
things – stewardship from God – and our time – and you do the basic discipleship that
Jesus taught His disciples:
Stages of discipleship:
i) He does it and they watch
ii) They do it and He watches
iii) Then they do it.
Don’t just tell your children “go and clean up the garage”. Go out there and show them how
you want it cleaned, then you let them help you, then they do the final part of it, you watch
them and then you turn it over to them.
Teach children to be responsible, wise and work teach them work ethics.
Today we have a whole generation of people who don’t know how:
To come on time
Do what they are asked
Fulfil their responsibility
And do a 100% job.
The greatest gift, men, that you can give your children is to teach them these principles.
2. Stewardship of Money and Time
Teach your children to pray about where they should give and how they should give their
money. They must learn that it does not belong to them.
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3. Responsibility and Discipline (Teach them delayed gratification)
If the children want some expensive item, you can agree that you would pay a certain
amount towards this item, but the child must
learn to save his own money and pay
towards the cost of the item as well. This
teaches the child responsibility and
discipline.
4. Enjoyment and Generosity (1 Timothy
6)
When men lead and provide for their
families, teach them values and model it for
them. Teach your children: Your priorities are
in order, you don’t have a load of guilt, you
are not buying food or stuff or things to
relieve guilt and stress. Then, when you
save up for things and your priorities are in
order, you buy things free before God and
you can enjoy them.
Do you know how few people there are who really enjoy things? They don’t enjoy things
because what they buy is to compensate for something else.
I’ll buy this and then she won’t be mad … I’ll get my children this because I am not
spending enough time with them ..”
When those issues are taken care of then:
1 Timothy 6: “God has given us all things richly to enjoy!”
God made beautiful flowers, beautiful sunsets, beautiful mountains … why?
enjoy them!!

for us to

There is nothing wrong with things … they are not evil, there is nothing wrong with God
giving you money … when your priorities are in line, you need to learn how to enjoy good
things!
For most of us; we never get there because there is so much guilt attached.
Money is money … when you leave, it is gone! All it is, is a means to serve people, love
people and accomplish things for God. Having a lot or having a little does not make you a
somebody.
You need to learn to balance responsibility and discipline with enjoyment and generosity.
Men, you are responsible for the financial provision in your homes. You are the CFO, not
the bank teller, you don’t have to write every cheque … but at the end of the day where
you are at financially and the planning for the future, rests squarely in God’s Eyes on your
shoulders.
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II. Husbands hold primary responsibility for the spiritual development and
protection of their families
1 Peter 3:7 “In the same way you married men should live considerately with [your wives],
with an intelligent recognition [of the marriage relation], honoring the woman as [physically]
the weaker, but [realizing that you] are joint heirs of the grace (God’s unmerited favor) of
life, in order that your prayers may not be hindered and cut off. [Otherwise you cannot pray
effectively.]”
Ephesians 6:4 “Fathers, do not irritate and provoke your children to anger [do not
exasperate them to resentment], but rear them [tenderly] in the training and discipline and
the counsel and admonition of the Lord.”
Deuteronomy 6:4-9 “Hear, O Israel: The Lord our God is one Lord [the only Lord]. 5And
you shall love the Lord your God with all your [mind and] heart and with your entire being
and with all your might. 6And these words which I am commanding you this day shall be
[first] in your [own] minds and hearts; [then] 7You shall whet and sharpen them so as to
make them penetrate, and teach and impress them diligently upon the [minds and] hearts
of your children, and shall talk of them when you sit in your house and when you walk by
the way, and when you lie down and when you rise up. 8And you shall bind them as a sign
upon your hand, and they shall be as frontlets (forehead bands) between your eyes 9And
you shall write them upon the doorposts of your house and on your gates.”
The Role ➛ The Family “Priest”
The Responsibility ➛ Come before God on behalf of your family and come before
your family on behalf of God.
The Practical Outworking ➛ 5 Objectives
1. Set the Pace Personally
You walk with God personally. You get up 20 – 30 min early and meet with God – you are a
person of integrity. Get whatever you need – like a small group or some relationship – or
read good books – listen to good things – you say to yourself: “My family will never walk
more closely with God than what I lead them.”
You set the pace!
2. Know the Spiritual Condition of Your Wife and Children.
Whose radar is always up in a family around the spiritual condition of the family?
The wife!
She should nudge you every now and then and make you aware of one member of the
family going through a difficult time – you should thank her and together decide on what
you are going to do to help.
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You, as the husband, need to know the spiritual condition of your wife. You need to be able
to look at her and read her body language of what is going on in her relationship with God.
Check out attitudes and have a sense of what is going on with each one of your children –
where are they in their personal relationship with God.
3. Pray for them and with them regularly.
Most men feel that their level of spirituality is way below their wives’ spirituality. Few things
are more threatening than praying with your wife! It must be part of the curse on Adam!
Let go of all expectations! Do not try to be perfect! Just step up and lead and do the best
you can where you are at. Do not judge one another. Pray to the point and keep it brief if
need be.
You can use the meal times as a place to pray for the needs of the family. Teach the
children to also pray for one another – and eventually it becomes part of the family culture.
Pray formally and informally. Cultivate good habits – when you get in to the car, just take a
minute and pray for safety and protection.
4. Ensure Biblical Instruction Occurs At Home and IN THE BODY.
It is not the pastor’s responsibility that your children learn about the Bible and God. It is
your job. God bless the church’s role and Christian schools – but they are only support
roles to equip the Priest to do the work of the ministry in your home the way God wants
you to.
Please be prepared – this does not start well! The children roll their eyes at you –
your wife knows more than you … the children want to watch their soccer game –
they want to watch TV – Honey can you wait until I get the dishes done?
No! Sit down – 7 minutes from now this will be over – it will pass!
Get some help if you need it – a good daily reader for families – interesting short
story, a passage that you read – specific one or two questions for a family
discussion – a time of prayer - and then specific applications.
If you can do this once or twice a week .. wherever you are at … just do it! You don’t have
to become a Bible scholar to do this.
5. Make Experiencing God and Loving Each Other (not morality) your Aim.
This is not the time to say: “Hey, you have an attitude problem – we better deal with it now
in front of the whole family.”
The goal of being a Priest of your family is not one of keeping everyone in line! The goal is
that they experience God! The goal is we get to love each other! You need to be creative –
our time together must be fun! We must see God work – pray specific prayers and then
give honour – God did this!!
If they do have discipline issues you deal with it in their room or in your room privately –
not in front of everybody else!
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Don’t use devotional times as a club to beat up your children down. If you do that they will
rebel.
They need to know they are loved by God.
The Core Values ➛ To Model and Teach
1. Dependency Evidenced By Prayer / Fasting
You want your children to know you are desperate for God and you need God for job
situations and situations in the neighbourhood, health problems in the home. For example:
you get an emergency phone call and immediately you call everybody together and say
come let’s pray!
2. Faith In God and His Word
You want them to know they can really trust God’s Word and so you talk about promises
and where are you headed as a priority in your life.
3. A Service and Outreach Orientation
You pray together about situations and people – and then you share as things progress. I
am praying for Bob at work – this is what is happening now – let’s pray for Bob. Keep them
up to date of what is going on. They need to see you active in this place serving other
people. More is caught than taught!
4. Progressive Growth In Personal Holiness (the way your children dress, music
they listen to, movies, etc.)
You are the Priest. The Priest in Biblical times guarded the Holiness of God. Change their
clothes, wash their hands, and so forth. They understood that God was Holy.
When it comes to the way your children dress – when it comes to what goes in to their
minds – whether at your home or when they are out – when it comes to the friends they
hang around with – when it comes to the music and the lyrics they listen to – please stop
hiding your head in the sand and say: Oh they are teenagers and they are going through a
phase and they will come out of it … RUBBISH!!!
There is a time for a man as Priest to act like one and say: This is the standard in our
home.
You will go through a season of 2 – 3 years where you are not the most popular person in
your family – but you are the parent – you are the father – you are the Priest and you set
the standards.
If your daughter leaves your home inappropriately dressed you have abdicated your role.
You need to say to her: “Honey, we don’t dress like that in our home. That causes a man to
lust – let me explain to you what goes through a man’s mind” in an appropriate way.
If your children are playing video games where people are killing people all the time – or
watching downloads where there is violence and swearing – or listening to music that is
vile and negative and violent - then step up and say NO!! We are not doing that in this
home!!
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The issue is not will they like you next week – the issue is will they like you in ten years!
Redeem two things in your family:
1) Get the meal times back – turn the TV off!
2) If you have small children, get great things on their minds when they go to bed. Get
on your knees and pray with them – be the Priest of your family!
(The kind of values that are being channelled through their minds at home, through movies
and music – will produce the kind of children that we have nowadays – where families are
in chaos and so broken!)
Step up in LOVE!! And be a man!!
You are the CFO, you are the bank president, you are the Priest of your family – you are
also the coach of your family!
III. Husbands hold primary responsibility for the relational health and welfare of
their families
1 Timothy 3:4 “He must manage his own household well, keeping his children under
control with all dignity [keeping them respectful and well-behaved] ….”
Ephesians 6:4 “Fathers, do not irritate and provoke your children to anger [do not
exasperate them to resentment], but rear them [tenderly] in the training and discipline and
the counsel and admonition of the Lord.”
1 Peter 3:7 “In the same way you married men should live considerately with [your wives],
with an intelligent recognition [of the marriage relation], honoring the woman as
[physically] the weaker, but [realizing that you] are joint heirs of the grace (God’s unmerited
favor) of life, in order that your prayers may not be hindered and cut off. [Otherwise you
cannot pray effectively.]”
The Role ➛ The Family “GM / Coach” (Husband holds primary responsibility for
the relational health of your family).
The Responsibility ➛ To manage the household in a manner that produces love,
obedience, and respect toward God and one another. You are responsible to make
sure this happens in your family!
The Practical Outworking ➛ Objectives
1. The Marriage Covenant Is Verbalized and Celebrated.
You live out the covenant – I am in this for good – NEVER speak about divorce! Your
children see a lot of hugging, a lot of kissing – let them know that mom and dad are
committed to each other.
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2. Time Is Scheduled To Develop Marriage and Family Relationships.
Get all of your life on ONE calendar and schedule in time to be successful so that you can
manage your household well. Not a work calendar and a family calendar on the
refrigerator. Calendar in your date times with your wife – times with the family – and so
forth.

3. Structure and Boundaries Are Provided To Insure Family Relationships Take
Priority Over Outside Demands.
Do not be legalistic – do whatever you need to do. Provide structure and boundaries –
what matters most is our family – and then work your program out accordingly. The
average family spends so much time carting their children around to all sorts of outside
activities. So they are too busy to eat together or spend time together. They are on the run
all the time!
Choose a few activities – structure your lives so family matters most!!
4. Communication Is Built Into the Fabric and Rhythm of the Family Schedule.
You need to eat together. Communication does not happen when everybody is passive –
the TV is on all the time. TURN IT OFF!! Pre-decide what you are going to watch. Deep
heart-to-heart conversations happen when you are available to each other.
5. Consequences Are Exercised Fairly, Firmly, and Lovingly Among All Family
Members.
Your children need to know there is a coach that means what he says, there is a Priest
who loves them, and there is a CFO who will provide and care for them.
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The Core Values ➛ To Model and Teach
i) Acceptance Unconditionally (Positive environment – a lot of playing, joking, talking)
ii) Affirmation Specifically and Consistently
iii) Accountability Filled with truth and grace (It goes both directions)
iv) Conflict resolution “Speaking the truth in love”
1 Timothy 3:5 “...but if a man does not know how to manage his own household, how will
he take care of the church of God?”
Father God, Thank You for the job description. I am not going to be overwhelmed – I am
going to take the first step by faith. Little by little I am going to learn how to step up and be
a man and love.
Families are awesome – when lived God’s way!!
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E. WHAT’s A WOMAN TO DO?
Applying Ephesians 5:21-33

Reminder
A Man’s top 3 Priorities

A Woman’s top 3 Priorities

Provision

Nurture

Protection

Protection

Nurture

Provision

i) The What ➛ “Step In” and Support
ii) The How ➛ A Woman’s Top three Priorities

Nurture

To create a relational environment that promotes the spiritual,
emotional and physical welfare of those around you.

Protection

To minimise the harmful influences and affects upon the
lives she has been entrusted to nurture. It is instinctive that
a woman will protect those who she nurtures.

Provision

To maximise all the available spiritual, emotional, and physical
resources and relationships to do good – to want to bless those in
your relational network.

Proverbs 31:10-12 “A capable, intelligent, and virtuous woman—who is he who can find
her? She is far more precious than jewels and her value is far above rubies or pearls.
11The heart of her husband trusts in her confidently and relies on and believes in her
securely, so that he has no lack of [honest] gain or need of [dishonest] spoil. 12She
comforts, encourages, and does him only good as long as there is life within her.”
1 Timothy 5:14 “So I would have younger [widows] marry, bear children, guide the
household, [and] not give opponents of the faith occasion for slander or reproach.”
Titus 2:3-5 “Bid the older women similarly to be reverent and devout in their deportment
as becomes those engaged in sacred service, not slanderers or slaves to drink. They are
to give good counsel and be teachers of what is right and noble, 4So that they will wisely
train the young women to be sane and sober of mind (temperate, disciplined) and to love
their husbands and their children, 5To be self-controlled, chaste, homemakers, goodnatured (kindhearted), adapting and subordinating themselves to their husbands,
that the word of God may not be exposed to reproach (blasphemed or discredited).
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The home must be a place where the love and Light of Messiah is shining – where
relationships are different – where there is genuine intimacy, authenticity and vulnerability
– where neighbours step back and say: wow! So that is how a Christian marriage works!”
At the heart / vortex of a Godly marriage must be a home what God wants it to be – the
energy and focus and gift that is takes is the primary responsibility and privilege of the
woman. It is her ability and skills that make that happen. She has the most powerful,
strategic and influential role in any home. The person who is most defining and most
influential in any home in how relationships really pan out is the woman. The day-to-day
glue in any family by at large is the woman.
How To “Step In” And Support To Lead Your Family In Righteousness
I. A WIFE’S FIRST PRIORITY IS TO SUPPORT, AFFIRM, AND EMPOWER HER
HUSBAND TO FULFIL HIS GOD-GIVEN CALLING BOTH WITHIN AND OUTSIDE
THE HOME.
Genesis 2:18 “Now the Lord God said, It is not good (sufficient, satisfactory) that the man
should be alone; I will make him a helper meet (suitable, adapted, complementary) for
him.”
i.

The Role ➛ “The Champion” – A team-mate and best friend. She is the wind
beneath her husband’s wings!

ii. The Practical Outworking
1. Make time with God your number one priority
The most spiritually, emotionally, and physically demanding job on the earth is running and
managing a home that creates an environment of transformational love.
That is why women have some gifts that a man does not have – she uses the right and left
side of her brain – she can do analyses here and be intuitive there! She can multi-task five
times better than the average man!
Even with all those extra gifts that a woman has, she still needs to draw on supernatural
resources to fulfil the nearly impossible demands – to be the kind of wife and mother that
the scripture calls you to. You can’t impart what you don’t possess.
Meet with God first so that you will have what you need from God to give to your husband,
and to your children, your neighbours, and to the calling that God has given you in
ministry.
Life will be nothing but confusion and difficulty unless you get right and get filled with God’s
Spirit and His Grace.
2. Pray for him regularly
A woman’s power and influence in the home often is as much informal as it is formal. It is
often indirect as opposed in being direct.
Proverbs 21:1 “The king’s heart is like channels of water in the hand of the Lord; He turns
it whichever way He wishes.”
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Pray every day for your husband that God will give him:
Wisdom
A thirst for more of God
Make him a humble man of God
Pray that God will use him
Pray that God will make him sensitive
3. Plan for him daily
The demands on a woman in the home is spontaneous and unrelenting. Planned attention,
love, communication, and nurture of your marriage is essential.
4. Prepare for him daily (Remember how you dressed when you started dating?)
Remember, your husband goes to work where everyone dresses to look pretty. With all the
demands in the home, you feel tired – the house is in a mess – you have not bothered with
the way you look. It does not take the man long to start looking else where – sport on TV –
and so forth.
Wives, you need to communicate that your relationship with your husband is important.
Prepare for him daily when he gets home – train the children that after they have said hi to
daddy, they must give mommy and daddy some time alone to catch up with each other –
even if it is only 5 minutes.
5. Protect your time with him (My husband is the Nr. 1 human relationship on this planet
for me!)
Be very careful not to allow the children to become number 1 in your life – this will destroy
your marriage. Plan romantic evenings / weekends together. The number one priority of a
woman will be so rich and good for her as well as the children, is to support, affirm, and
empower your husband to fulfil his God-given calling both outside and inside the home.
II. A WIFE’S 2ND PRIORITY IS TO CREATE AN ENVIRONMENT IN THE HOME THAT
NURTURES AND DEVELOPS HER CHILDREN TO FULFIL GOD’S WILL FOR
THEIR LIVES.
You need to create an environment so that the children will reach their full potential, they
know Who God is, they have a model of what a good marriage is, and they have a self
confidence that comes from being loved and accepted just for who they are – they
embrace that and do God’s Will.
1 Timothy 5:14 “So I would have younger [widows] marry, bear children, guide the
household, [and] not give opponents of the faith occasion for slander or reproach.”
Ladies, you are the COO of your homes – you are the chief operating officer of the home.
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I’ve got priorities, I got to do some planning and develop systems and structures to create
an environment where transformational love can occur.
Put everything and everyone on the table and work out the best time management and
systems to create an environment where everybody’s life touches God more deeply and
touches one another more authentically.
The Role ➛ “Mother” … a teacher, counsellor, consoler, and refuge for her children
A mother’s goal is to give her children what they need – not necessarily what they want. A
nurturer hates to say “no” – you don’t want your children to have any pain – you don’t want
them to miss out on anything – that will lead you down a path that will destroy your
children.
Determination

He wanted his children to grow up and stick with it regardless.

Honesty

He wanted them to speak and live the truth always.

Responsibility

He tried to raise his children so that they would be dependable,
trustworthy – actually follow through and do what they say.

Thoughtfulness

He wanted them to get to a place where they would
unconsciously think more of others than what they would think
of themselves.

Confidentiality

Not telling secrets and sealing their lips – being able to hold
something in confidence.

Punctuality

He taught them that other people’s time is valuable and so you
get some place on time or a little early lest you be arrogant and
assume that what you are doing is so important and ten or
fifteen minutes late does not matter.

Self-control

Under stress he wanted his children to learn to stay calm. He
wanted them to learn to be patient – fight irritability and be
willing to wait in a line – or willing to wait not to interrupt people
and let you finish your conversation.

Purity

He wanted them to be pure and to reject anything that lowered
their standards.

Compassion

He wanted his children to have compassion so that when they
saw the hurt of others, they would feel it and care.

Diligent

He wanted them to learn how to work hard and to tough it out.

What they need is to understand who God is – God goal is for them to become winsome,
loving and holy – not narcissistically happy and get everything they want when they want
it.
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The Practical Outworking
1. Model dependency on Christ (Your children will not do what you tell them, they’ll do
what you do.)
Luke 6:40 “A student is not superior to his teacher; but everyone, after he has been
completely trained, will be like his teacher.”
Since modelling is your most important job and your most behaviour shaper, make your
own spiritual development your number 1 priority.
If you don’t do this, everything and everyone else will grab all your time – you will be
depleted and giving out of what you don’t have and bad things happen then.
Bad things happen to your emotions and you get depressed.
Bad things happen to your relationships and you start looking for fulfilment in other
ways.
Bad things happen if you don’t have something to give – and you have nothing to
give if you have not been with Yeshua.

2. Pray for your children fervently and daily
A mother’s greatest fear revolves around things she can’t control. When you child is faced
with temptations of this world, how much control do you have?
NONE!

Your power is in PRAYER!
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Matthew 7:7 “Ask and keep on asking and it will be given to you; seek and keep on
seeking and you will find; knock and keep on knocking and the door will be opened to
you.”
3. Create structures and scheduled times that make family life a priority
Speed kills relationships! That which is hoped for but not scheduled hardly ever happens.
You have to create structures and schedule time and be firm about keeping them in place.
For example: Dinner time – set a time and make sure everybody is there – this is holy time
and do not be late! This is a structure where the family gets together to visit with one
another – hear about one another’s day.
Bed times are another structure; vacations are another; Traditions are priceless – like
birthdays. Biblical Feast days …
Moms, create systems, structures and schedules that make family a priority.
4. Teach them how to live
The greatest human bond that occurs – apart from marriage – is your mother. Mothers,
you are the greatest teacher. Be proactive, creative and teach them:
to read
to pray
to cook
to listen
to celebrate when something good happens so they can enjoy it.
to be generous
to do a craft
to talk and give a speech
to resolve conflict
how to write
how to play an instrument
how to play a sport
how to relax and not feel guilty
5. Make time for them … be available
The best things in life on not on your official calendar
Heart to heart bonding
Deep conversations
And so forth,
Can only happen in an environment of availability.
Tired, stressed-out mothers simply cannot mother well.
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III. A WOMAN’S THIRD PRIORITY IS TO TRAIN YOUNGER WOMEN IN THE ART OF
BECOMING A GODLY WIFE AND MOTHER.
Titus 2:3-5 “Bid the older women similarly to be reverent and devout in their deportment
as becomes those engaged in sacred service, not slanderers or slaves to drink. They are
to give good counsel and be teachers of what is right and noble, 4So that they will wisely
train the young women to be sane and sober of mind (temperate, disciplined) and to love
their husbands and their children, 5To be self-controlled, chaste, homemakers, goodnatured (kindhearted), adapting and subordinating themselves to their husbands, that the
word of God may not be exposed to reproach (blasphemed or discredited).”

The Role ➛ “The Mentor” … a spiritual guide to provide practical insight
and coaching
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F.

IS THERE A PARENT IN THE HOUSE?

Your children matter to God!
Fatherhood the guilt, the joy, the fear, and the fun
Time magazine ran an issue called The Fatherhood: The Guilt, The Joy, The Fear and The
Fun. They interviewed a little 8-year-old girl named Megan and the interview went like
this:
I don't have a dad, says Megan. She was a tiny blonde child with a pixie nose and she
gazes up at the visitor who interviews her with some real hunger. “Well, I do have a dad,
she goes on to say, but I don’t know his name. Well I do know his first name; I just don't
know his last name. His name is Bill.
The interviewer says, “Well just what is it that fathers do?”
“Well, they love you,” she
says, “they kiss you and they hug you and they're there when you need them. I had my
mom’s boyfriend for a while but they broke up. Now it is just me and my mom and my
older brother.” The interviewer says, “Well, what would you like to do with your dad?”
“I'd want him to talk to me.” She’s hurting now. “I wish I had someone to talk to.” She’s
eight years old. “It’s not fair, if two people made you, then you should still be with those
two people.” And now she’s sad and she looks down at her feet and she goes, “I'm not so
special because I don't have two people.”
The interview goes on and she comes back toward the end and says she thinks that her
father is in the Navy. She sticks out her chest and she says, “One day, when I get older,
I'm going back to Alabama and I'm going to try and find him.”
We have children all over the world Christian homes and non-Christian homes – asking
the same fundamental question:
Is there a parent in the house?
Is there someone who is going to love me?
Is there someone who is going to guide me?
Is there someone who is not going to go away, run away, do their own thing – will
someone care for me that I can count on?
I am not sure if you totally understand the reason for this series but let me try to explain.
It’s about trying to grow up as a church until we don't follow the patterns of the world
around us in our marriages, families and relationships. It is about understanding our roles
as men and women especially when it comes to marriage and family.

What kind of families is God looking for?
We have said that it all begins with a marriage Covenant. It starts with men stepping up
and loving their wives as Messiah loves the church. We said that men and women, both,
should provide, protect and nurture from the grace of God that is within them. And now we
are going to turn our attention to children.
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How do we become the kind of parents that children need? We find that in Psalm 127.
God’s View of Children –
Psalm 127:3-5 “Behold, children are a heritage (GIFT) from the Lord, the fruit of the
womb a reward. 4As arrows (weapon of protection) are in the hand of a warrior, so are the
children of one’s youth. 5Happy, blessed, and fortunate is the man whose quiver is filled
with them! They will not be put to shame when they speak with their adversaries [in
gatherings] at the [city’s] gate.”
What do you do to an Arrow?
1) Prepare an arrow
2) Aim an arrow
3) Release the arrow – shoot at a very specific target
Your children are as an arrow entrusted to you that is a GIFT, a REWARD and a
BLESSING.

How do you make sure to shoot at a very specific target?
God’s Instructions to Parents
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Ephesians 6:1-4 “CHILDREN, OBEY your parents in the Lord [as His representatives],
for this is just and right. 2Honor (esteem and value as precious) your father and your
mother—this is the first commandment with a promise— 3That all may be well with you
and that you may live long on the earth. 4Fathers, do not irritate and provoke your
children to anger [do not exasperate them to resentment], but rear them [tenderly] in the
training and discipline and the counsel and admonition of the Lord.”
Rear them ➛ nourish, prepare, develop – total education of the child: spiritually,
emotionally, and physically.
Children must learn to OBEY and to HONOUR – for their own good.
Parents – don’t make it too hard on them – don’t push their buttons unnecessarily
– but instead bring them to their full potential by doing TWO things:
(a) Christian discipline
(b) Christian teaching
They will then feel:
i) Loved, supported, significant and
ii) Secure because of boundaries and discipline exercised with fairness and
under control.
Summary
Children are a gift from God, a sacred stewardship temporarily entrusted to parents for the
purpose of raising Godly offspring to fulfill God’s agenda for His world.
The Question: What does a Godly parent look like?
FOUR SNAPSHOTS OF A GODLY PARENT
1. Godly parenting begins with positive clear-cut objectives
There must be a picture in your mind of an ultimate outcome.
Week in and week out, are you making decisions, prioritizing your time and scheduling
what goes in to your children’s life or what does not based on a crystal clear picture / a
target / a positive clear-cut objective – you need to be
very clear on what do you want to produce.
Ephesians 6:4 “Fathers, do not irritate and provoke your children to anger [do not
exasperate them to resentment], but rear them [tenderly] in the training and discipline and
the counsel and admonition of the Lord.”
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2. The Principle of Focus (What are you trying to produce?)
Many Christian parents do not parent out of focus but they parent out of FEAR. Parents
are so focused on drugs and violence and the dangers out in the world – “Don’t do that, be
careful of this, watch out for this, watch out for that!”
Parents are so afraid: they think the goal is “how in the world do I take my child through
this landmine of moral chaos and danger and dangerous relationships?”
And so parents become over protective or non-focused – or get in to a cul-de-sac
community mindset, which says: “we will keep our children away from the big bad terrible
world out there!”
Parenting out of fear is a very dysfunctional way to go. God wants you to parent out of
FOCUS – with clear-cut objectives.
3. God’s Dream vs. The “Hollywood Dream” For Your Child
4. God’s Dream
Romans 8:29 “And we know [with great confidence] that God [who is deeply concerned
about us] causes all things to work together [as a plan] for good for those who love God,
to those who are called according to His plan and purpose. 29 For those whom He
foreknew [and loved and chose beforehand], He also predestined to be conformed to the
image of His Son [and ultimately share in His complete sanctification], so that He would
be the firstborn [the most beloved and honored] among many believers.”
He works all together for good for those who love Him.
Why? That the life and Character of Jesus would be developed in his / her heart.
Difficulties and challenges form character!
Hollywood dream: Your children need to be successful. They need to make a lot of
money, get a degree, be happy.
The Hollywood dream is about happiness, God’s dream is about Holiness.
If you focus on them being happy, they will rarely be Holy.
If you focus on them being Holy, they will always end up happy.
Your child’s upbringing needs to evolve around character instead of career, Holiness
instead of happiness.
Chuck Swindoll wrote down his clear-cut objectives to pass on to his children:
(Interesting: They all revolve around character – none of them revolve around career.)
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Parents, unless you have a target on the wall – a crystal-clear objective that revolves
around character instead of career – around holiness instead of happiness – they will grow
up with so much heartache.
Godly parenting demands we practice what we preach.
1 Corinthians 4:14-16 “I do not write this to shame you, but to warn and counsel you as
my beloved children. 15After all, though you should have ten thousand teachers (guides to
direct you) in Christ, yet you do not have many fathers. For I became your father in
Christ Jesus through the glad tidings (the Gospel). 16So I urge and implore you, be
imitators of me.”
The Principle of Modelling … imitate me. Your children will become what you are.
Are you ready to say to your children – imitate me …???
If you are not the person you would want your children to become, the greatest gift you
can give, and the greatest stewardship you can perform right now is to look in the mirror
and say: “Let’s go to work on that weakness right now!”
Do this exercise with your children:
Line them up and look them all in the eye and say:
However you see you me drive, that’s how I want you to drive.
However you see me use my money, that is how you must use your money; give
like I give, save like I save, make wise purchases like you see me making wise
purchases.
Respond in the same way as I do when I get cut off in traffic and I get so offended!
I want you to spend the same kind of time in the Bible that you see me spend in
the Bible.
I want you to have the same passion for Messiah and care for our neighbours that
you see in me.
I want you to never put anything in your mind that you don’t see me put in my
mind.
Parents. If you can’t say this, then you will have to address the character flaws in your life.
“More Is Caught Than Taught”
Your children will never be what you tell them to be, they will become what you are.
The target must get up on the wall. You are the teacher. It is not what you say – it is
primarily who you really are.
Your children WILL imitate you.
You cannot impart what you do not possess.
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Godly parents build on relationships that bind – not just rules
1 Thessalonians 2:7-8 “But we behaved gently when we were among you, like a devoted
mother nursing and cherishing her own children. 8So, being thus tenderly and
affectionately desirous of you, we continued to share with you not only God’s good news
(the Gospel) but also our own lives as well, for you had become so very dear to us.”
Relationships!”
1 Thessalonians 2:11-12 “For you know how, as a father [dealing with] his children, we
used to exhort each of you personally, stimulating and encouraging and charging you.”
12To live lives worthy of God, Who calls you into His own kingdom and the glorious
blessedness [into which true believers will enter after Christ’s return].”
Exhort: Cheerleader: You can do it!
Encouraging / Stimulating: You can do it, You need to do it – learn responsibility.
Charging: I do understand you don’t want to do it, but if you do not do it, you’re going to
face the following responsibilities.

THE PRINCIPLE OF RELATIONSHIP

If parents are emotionally disconnected with their children and they put in lots of rules in
place – as well as religious rules and laws – what do the children do? They rebel!
Or another Christian parent will totally go overboard with their children by saying how
wonderful they are – they are the center of the whole universe – they never want them to
have pain or do anything that places any pressure on the children – over-protect. These
children will never understand boundaries or security and will grow up being very
dysfunctional.
Everyone will keep moving in their behaviour to find where the wall is that brings security.
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TWO questions parents will always need to answer:
1. Do you love me? YES!!
2. Can I have my own way – my very own selfish way? (The answer is ALWAYS NO!)
This provides security and boundaries. This provides affirmation and love.
EIGHT “KEYS” THAT BUILD RELATIONSHIPS THAT BOND
Unconditional love

Tell your children “I love you”. Separate their behaviour from
their personhood. “The consequences will not change, but I
love you just as much.”

Schedule time

alone with them.

Focused attention

all of you is there with all of them.

Eye contact
Meaningful touching

e.g. wrestling!

Ongoing communication Regular times of talking as a family. Turn off the TV, Eat a
meal together two or three times a week.
Have fun

Have some fun together!

Pray together

They need to hear you pour your heart out to God.

Godly parenting requires constant repair and ongoing maintenance.
1 John 1:8-9 “…If we [freely] admit that we have sinned and confess our sins, He is
faithful and just (true to His own nature and promises) and will forgive our sins [dismiss our
lawlessness] and [continuously] cleanse us from all unrighteousness [everything not in
conformity to His will in purpose, thought, and action].”
THE PRINCIPLE OF PROCESS
Parenting is a journey – a process…you won’t get everything right from the beginning.
Five Most Important Words ! !
1&2

First 2 words: I’m sorry!

3, 4 & 5

Last 3 words: Please forgive me!

LOVE COVERS A MULTITUDE OF SINS!!! That’s the most important thing – they need
to know you LOVE them!

It’s Never Too Late!
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PRAYER
Father, thank You that You have given us clear wise instruction from Your Word to be the
parents that You want us to be.
Father, thank You for these GIFTS, these REWARDS, and BLESSINGS that is such a part
of our sanctification because we realise that we are inadequate. We are thankful that You
are mindful that we are but dust – and just as a father has compassion on his children, so
You have compassion on us. You are slow to anger – You are abounding in loving
kindness.

Father, please speak to Your people right now – show us what the next step looks like to
be a Godly parent.
We enfuse them with faith and courage and honesty. We help them to be as radical as
they need to be.
We pray for special wisdom for those who find themselves parenting alone for whatever
reason – empower them and lead them to just the right resources both within and outside
the Church – to get the help they need to parent.
Lord we love You and we need You on this one DESPERATELY!

AMEN!
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G. WHAT’s A PARENT TO DO?
The Question – What does it take to raise kids that love God and love you when they’re
grown?
The Answer ➛ Ephesians 6:4
“Father’s don’t provoke your children, but bring them up in discipline and instruction…

FOUR KEY WORDS
1. “Don’t provoke” ➛ overcorrect, be harsh, fault finding, perfectionist, majoring on
minors.
The kind of things that just push your children’s buttons. They have enough struggles of
doing what’s right without you figuring out other stuff. No matter what they do, you keep
raising the bar.
2. “Bring up” ➛ nurture, rear, treat children with a fond affection, tenderly develop in the
sphere of character and principles
3. “Discipline” ➛ nurture, chastise , training (2 Tim. 3:16) It’s what is done to the child –
through your actions you are modifying their behaviour, their thoughts and their
attitudes in the sphere of the Lord so that without provoking them, you are bringing
them up to be the kind of young men and young women God wants.
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4. “Instruction” ➛ warn, admonish, correct, reprove, implore. It’s what is said to the
child.
SUMMARY ➛ WE ARE TO RAISE OUR CHILDREN WITH LOVE AND LIMITS
Love ➛ they are valuable, they are cared for, they are significant;
Limits ➛ they are secure, they can’t have their own way, you won’t let them go to sinful,
selfish events that will hurt them and that will hurt others.
Secular Research’s Affirmation – four kinds of parents
1. Permissive ➛ high love, low discipline – no boundaries – do whatever you want. This
is a fearful parenting style. A lot of parents don’t want to discipline their children
because they are afraid of rejection – afraid of being too strict.
Results: Children grew up with a low self-image and deep feelings of inferiority.
2. Neglectful ➛ low love, not caring, loving or available, also low on discipline too.
Results: No relationship, no intimacy, no bonding, literally estrangement from their
parents. Parents couldn’t care less.
3. Authoritarian ➛ low love, high discipline – lots of rules, lots of do’s and don’ts.
Results: Children provoked to rebellion, often they get very angry, if that anger gets
turned inward it ends in depression, when they leave home they reject the parents and
their faith.
4. Authoritative ➛ high love, high discipline – fellowshipping, supporting style. (Eph. 6:4)
Results: Children with a high self-image, excellent coping skills and positive long term
relationships with their family.
GOD’S PRESCRIPTION FOR CHILD DEVELOPMENT
Hebrew 12:4-9 “You have not yet struggled and fought agonizingly against sin, nor have
you yet resisted and withstood to the point of pouring out your [own] blood. And have you
[completely] forgotten the divine word of appeal and encouragement in which you are
reasoned with and addressed as sons? My son, do not think lightly or scorn to
submit to the correction and discipline of the Lord, nor lose courage and give up
and faint when you are reproved or corrected by Him; For the Lord corrects and
disciplines everyone whom He loves, and He punishes, even scourges, every son whom
He accepts and welcomes to His heart and cherishes.” You must submit to and endure
[correction] for discipline; God is dealing with you as with sons. For what son is there
whom his father does not [thus] train and correct and discipline? Now if you are exempt
from correction and left without discipline in which all [of God’s children] share, then you
are illegitimate offspring and not true sons [at all]. Moreover, we have had earthly fathers
who disciplined us and we yielded [to them] and respected [them for training us]. Shall we
not much more cheerfully submit to the Father of spirits and so [truly] live?”
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Hebrew 12:10-11 “For [our earthly fathers] disciplined us for only a short period of time
and chastised us as seemed proper and good to them; but He disciplines us for our certain
good, that we may become sharers in His own holiness. For the time being no discipline
brings joy, but seems grievous and painful; but afterwards it yields a peaceable fruit of
righteousness to those who have been trained by it [a harvest of fruit which consists in
righteousness—in conformity to God’s will in purpose, thought, and action, resulting in
right living and right standing with God].”
Summary ➛ Discipline is teaching obedience to God and His Word through consistent
consequences (actions) and clear instructions (words) in an atmosphere of love.
a. The necessity of discipline ➛ To deter you from destruction - v. 4 (“in your struggle
against sin”)
God loves you so much He will set limits to keep you on the path for your benefit. Limits
are God’s Commandments.
b. The means of discipline ➛ verse 5 - The consistent action and clear instruction for
your good.
c. The motive in discipline ➛ verses 6-9 - To express love (sometimes it is tough love
and sometimes it is tender love).
d. The goal of discipline ➛ verse 9 - To teach obedience.
e. The result of discipline ➛ verses 10-11 - Short-term pain and long-term gain.
Always ask yourself: “Will she / he hate me or thank me in ten years’ time?”
They need to learn to pay the price of short term pain for long term gain.

HOW TO PARENT WITH LOVE AND LIMITS
Actions ➛ Consistent consequences – Proverbs 13:24; 22:15 - Rod of discipline
Proverbs 13:24 “He who spares his rod [of discipline] hates his son, but he who loves him
disciplines diligently and punishes him early.”
Proverbs 22:15 “Foolishness is bound up in the heart of a child, but the rod of discipline
will drive it far from him.”
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There has to be under control, loving consequences.
Small children

They must learn to obey your voice the first time you say
something (calm, under control voice).

Preteens

Issue: Not that they obey your voice, it is that they need to be
responsibility for their actions and attitudes.
For example: chores, their room, school work, their tongue,
respect, attitudes, and so forth.
You need to structure and enforce habits and consequences.

Teens

Issue that you want to develop: Discipline regarding their
choices.
They need to make good choices about friends, money, time,
clothes music, movies.
Contracts and weekly conferences … let them negotiate the
consequences.
Write out your values as a family and let them write out what
kind of person they want to be and the consequences (you
won’t drive the car / go to the dance / etc.)
Have open communication.
Don’t get in a power-play and fight with your child.
Decisions they make brings consequences.

Words ➛ Clear instructions - What do they need to learn about God and how do you do
it:

Proverbs 1:8 “My son, hear the instruction of your father; reject not nor forsake the
teaching of your mother.”
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Proverbs 2:1-2 “MY SON, if you will receive my words and treasure up my
commandments within you, 2 Making your ear attentive to skillful and godly Wisdom and
inclining and directing your heart and mind to understanding [applying all your powers to
the quest for it];”
Proverbs 3:1 “MY SON, forget not my law or teaching, but let your heart keep my
commandments;”
Proverbs 7:1-2 “MY SON, keep my words; lay up within you my commandments [for use
when needed] and treasure them 2Keep my commandments and live, and keep my law
and teaching as the apple (the pupil) of your eye.”
Small children

THE WHO
Who is God, what is He like (kind, good, holy, loving,
Creator).
Lots about Jesus.
Bed-time stories.
Pray with them.

Preteens

THE WHAT
What is right / wrong / true / false.
Scripture memory, books of the Bible, basic doctrines.
Supper-time is good.

Teens

WHY?
Teach them how to think, Biblical world view, basic
apologetics, independent study.
• What are you learning / reading?
• Give assignments.
You need them to develop convictions, make wise decisions
by making unwise decisions.
Be their friend, love them and take them back to the
scriptures.
Punishment vs Discipline

Purpose

To inflict penalty for an
offence

To train for correction and
maturity

Focus

Past misdeeds

Future correct acts

Attitude

Hostility and frustration on
the part of the parent

Love and concern on the
part of the parent

Resulting emotion
in the child

Fear and guilt

Security
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Practical tips for balanced parenting
Have a few, clear responsibilities or rules.
Develop written contracts even when they are small.
Negotiate consequences with your child.
Be consistent! Don’t let your moods determine what kind of parent you are.
The older they get, the fewer the rules. Feed them responsibility and freedom.
Train them to be on their own while they still live at home.
Develop A Game-plan
Identify the top two behaviour problems.
Honestly evaluate your parenting style.
Have a family conference. Identify calmly the problem. Own your part where you’ve
blown it. Ask them to forgive you.
Prepare to be tested. They will try you out – you need to be consistent.

PRAYER
Father, I want to be the kind of parent to my children that You want me to be. I want to be
strong in love and strong in limits.
Will You show me right now the next step?
Father please give each parent the courage and the faith to own any errors on their part.
Father show them exactly what specific steps to take to provide the kind of love their
children desperately need and deserve – and also the kind of limits that they desperately
need and deserve.
Lord, give us the grace to believe that all discipline for the moment isn’t joyful but painful –
help us to trust that afterwards it will yield a peaceful fruit of righteousness.
Father, make us brave, loving parents.
In Jesus Name,

AMEN
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H. WHAT’s A CHILD TO DO?
Introduction: God’s first Words to children
THE COMMAND “Honour your father and your mother”
THE PROMISE ➛ so that you may live long in the land that the Lord your God is giving
you.” Exodus 20:12
1. What Does It Mean “To Honour” Your Parents?
Definition ➛ lit. “to be heavy, glorify, to ascribe value and worth, to respect, to hold in high
regard”
Word Usage in Old Testament ➛ to honour meant: fear, awe, respect, give praise, speak
well of, enhance the reputation, you want to please this person and obey them over and
above every other relationship.
2. Why did God give this Command?
Foundation for Human Relationships: family was God’s idea
Foundation for Respect of Authority
God wanted all of us children to learn to honour, respect and submit to an authority figure
so that later on you will learn to respect an invisible God who loves you.
Foundation of Human Development
Research shows: How you relate (love, obey, respect, respond, etc) to your parents will
impact EVERY area of your life.
It is the most shaping relationship of any that you will ever experience. It will shape your
values, morals, principles, who you become.
3. What does it look like to honour our parents in the different stages of your life?
As a Child, I honour my parents by obeying them
Ephesians 6:1-3 “CHILDREN, OBEY your parents in the Lord (meaning: in the sphere of
the Lord), for this is just and right. 2Honor (esteem and value as precious) your father
and your mother—this is the first commandment with a promise. 3That all may be well with
you and that you may live long on the earth.”
To the extent that you obey your parents, you are obeying God.
Three Characteristics of Biblical Obedience:
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1) Immediate
2) It is complete, not partial
3) It is with a good attitude
Even when your parents are making mistakes, you must do it as unto the Lord. God wants
your life to be blessed and wants you to have a long life.
God is addressing children … Why?
✤ Children are addressed in the Word because God is saying “YOU MATTER TO ME! I
WANT YOU TO HAVE A BLESSED, LONG LIFE.”
✤ You are morally responsible. God expects you to do what is right and will hold you
accountable
✤ Have one worship experience as a family together at least once a week
As a Young Person, I honour my parents by respecting and co-operating with them
Tension is normal in this stage of life, but lack of respect is not negotiable
Proverbs 23:22 “Hearken to your father, who begot you, and despise not your mother
when she is old.”
Proverbs 20:20 “Whoever curses his father or his mother, his lamp shall be put out in
complete darkness.”
Romans 1:30, 2 Timothy 3:2 says: “Beyond the normal tensions and conflicts in the
home, rebellion and outright disobedience is characterized in scripture as one of the
greatest evils in the Word.”
Questions to children living in the home to see how much you respect them:
1. Are you respecting your parents with regard to your speech?
2. Are you respecting your parents with regard to your dress?
3. Are you respecting your parents with regard to your attitude (even the thoughts they
don’t see)?
4. Are you respecting your parents with regard to your body language?
5. Are you respecting your parents in the area of grey areas; when it comes to movies,
video games, friends or music?
6. Are you respecting your parents in your behaviour away from home?
7. Are you respecting your parents with regards to responsibility at home, your chores,
your schoolwork, etc.
As an adult, I honour my parents by affirmation and financial provision.
You don’t obey them, you obey God, but you must affirm and respect them.
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AFFIRMATION
Proverbs 23:24 “The father of the [uncompromisingly] righteous man (the upright, in right
standing with God) shall greatly rejoice, and he who becomes the father of a wise child
shall have joy in him.”
The greatest affirmation you will ever do for your parents, is the kind of person you
become your character.
Proverbs 3:27 “Withhold not good from those to whom it is due [its rightful owners], when
it is in the power of your hand to do it.”
THREE IMPORTANT WAYS OF AFFIRMATION: (AFFIRMATION BY ACTION)
i. Communication (phone them, write the letters, e-mail them);
ii. Thoughtfulness (include them in private or special events);
iii. Respect (ask them for advice – you do not need to take it).
FINANCIAL PROVISION
1 Timothy 5:4 “But if a widow has children or grandchildren, see to it that these are first
made to understand that it is their religious duty [to defray their natural obligation to those]
at home, and make return to their parents or grandparents [for all their care by
contributing to their maintenance], for this is acceptable in the sight of God.”
1 Timothy 5:8 “If anyone fails to provide for his relatives, and especially for those of his
own family, he has disowned the faith [by failing to accompany it with fruits] and is worse
than an unbeliever [who performs his obligation in these matters].”

Are there times when we can’t honour our parents’ wishes? Yes!
Mark 10:23–31 “The Priority of Salvation (If your parents are opposed to you becoming a
believer and wants to disown you choose God.)”
Luke 9:59–62 “The Priority of Service (If God leads you to give up your career and your
parents do not agree and support it choose God.)”
Ephesians 5:31-33 “The Priority of Marriage (If your parents use emotions, finances or
communication in any way to put a wedge between you and your mate, you need to cover
your family and stop their behaviour.)”
Proverbs 9:7–9 “The Priority of Wisdom (Abusive relationship, parents on alcohol / drug
abuse, violence, anger, manipulation.) “
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You need to say, “We love and care for you BUT until you can react in a civilized manner,
we will not be coming here for holiday again, and so forth.”
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PRAYER
Heavenly Father,
We want to thank You for sending us Your Word and giving us so many examples of how
to live our lives on earth. Thank You for showing us how Abraham, Isaac and Jacob lived our spiritual forefathers - as You also brought us out of Egypt - (the world) - and took us
through a wilderness period where You taught us so many precious lessons of life.
You have shown us how families are supposed to live together - the different roles of
husband and wife - father and mother - and the children - all relating to each other in a
Godly way.
Thank You for placing us in families and that living as families was Your idea since the
beginning of time. Help me to find my place in my family of origin as well as in Your family the Body of Messiah.
Father, where we have wandered so far away from Your original plan - bring us back to
Your ancient paths. We are so sorry for being disobedient and choosing to walk in our own
way - forgive us Father!
We pray for restoration in our lives - for everything that we have missed out on - Father,
heal our broken hearts - our dysfunctional families, in the Name of Yeshua!
We choose to totally and fully embrace Your ways - we declare we are a set-apart people
for Your Kingdom purposes only!!
Have Your way in our lives, Father, and be glorified in everything we do!!

AMEN!!
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APPENDIX
I.

TALKING TO YOUR CHILDREN ABOUT SEX

Ten tips for talking to your children about sex
1. Use teachable moments to discuss sex. Weave the discussion into life experiences
related to sex—situations they view on TV or in plays. Solicit their opinions. Ask them
how they feel about something they’ve seen on TV or in movies. Peruse their
understanding of pregnancy, STDs, and hurt feelings by asking questions.
2. Talk honestly about love, sex and relationships. Help your children handle powerful
feelings, such as love, in a safe way. Share with them how you felt at that age.
Discourage sexual relationships
3. Give young people solid information about adolescent sex and the consequences.
Share with them research and studies you’ve heard about.
4. Let your children know there is no such thing as “safe sex.” Condoms can slip off
easily during sex and there is no scientific evidence that condoms prevent STDs.
5. Encourage children to remain connected with family, school and community.
Discourage early, frequent and steady dating; instead encourage group activities. Also,
kids connected to their family (especially parents) are less likely to have sex.
6. Emphasise with kids that sexual abuse is wrong and should be reported. Tell your kids
the hard fact that sexual abuse is when sex occurs without your permission, even with
someone you know. If your child does date, they should stick to dating someone close
to their age.
7. Encourage young people to avoid alcohol, drugs and other risky behaviours. Being
sober avoids compromising or dangerous situations that they may regret later. Remind
them often that you are willing to pick them up from a party with drugs/alcohol present.
8. Reinforce that kids do not need to give in to peer pressure. They should be confident
in who they are and the decisions they make. Let them know most teens are not
having sex (Center for Disease Control Youth Risk Behaviour Survey, 1999).
9. Help your children set goals. These might include graduating from high school, finding
a job, and starting a stable, healthy family.
10. Work with your children to create a personal plan. It’s never too late to make a pledge
of abstinence, even if they have been sexually active. Let them know that you do not
want them to have sex and support their decision to be abstinent. If you are a single
parent, model this yourself.
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How to Teach Your Kids About Sex From Birth to 18
Preparation (Ages 0 to 4)
Goal:
To begin to teach your child
what to think about his or her
body and God’s wonderful
design of men and women.

How to Foster Sexual Health and Integrity In This
Stage
• Express enjoyment of your role as a male or
female, husband or wife, provider, homemaker, etc.
• Teach God’s design for creation, marriage, families,
and general reproduction (daddies and mommies
make babies by loving each other when they’re
married).
• Have the smallest number of caregivers possible. A
child’s capacity for bonding will only be harmed if
he has several caregivers in addition to mom and
dad, or if his caregivers change frequently.
• Teach appropriate names for body parts and their
function. Do not use slang.
• Teach basic differences between males and
females.
• Express appropriate joy, awe, and reverence for
God’s design for creation (pregnancy, babies,
weddings, etc.).
• Protect the boundaries they need to learn
eventually – good touch, bad touch, confusing
touch, irritating touch. Numerous books are
available which teach the different kinds of touch.
Most of these books are geared towards the
prevention of sexual abuse.
• Respect their “no” and insist that others do as well
(siblings, relatives, peers, teachers, etc.). We don’t
want to cater to a child’s whims or bad moods, but
even a child has the right to say “no” if he or she
becomes uncomfortable.
• Begin to interpret or unpack the cultural messages
regarding gender, modesty, sexuality, beauty, etc.
We want our children to learn the contrasts
between a Biblical worldview and a worldview that
does not respect God and what He has created.
• Answer their questions (on age-appropriate level).
If they’re old enough to ask they’re old enough to
receive a thoughtful answer. Of course, you want to
be sensitive and avoid answers that are too graphic
or detailed.
• Affirm God’s love for your child, His goodness, and
how we make it our aim to please Him as we take
care of our bodies.
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Preparation (Ages 5-8)
Goal:
How to Foster Sexual Health and Integrity In This
Continue to help your child
Stage.
value his or her body. This value • Supervise your child’s involvement with the media.
lies in the fact that the body
Be prepared to make restrictions based on your
becomes the temple of God
child’s development level. Begin watching some of
when one has a faith
their programs and videos or reviewing printed
experience with Jesus Christ.
media together and discussing how they support or
tear down your family’s value system.
• Offer occasional teaching and warnings about
pornography. Explain that pornography is any
picture in print, videos, or the Internet that reveals
the human body or any kind of writing or cartoon
that refers to the human body or sexual behaviors
in a bad way. Then, explain that pornography, like
alcohol and cigarettes, becomes a hard habit to
break. Provide close supervision of age-appropriate
relationships.
• Discuss the slang or profane words that correspond
to appropriate names for body parts and sexual
behaviors. Reinforce appropriate names for these
body parts.
• Provide lots of wholesome physical, emotional, and
spiritual affection. A parent’s love goes a long, long
way in the promotion of healthy sexual
development.
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Fulfillment (Ages 13-18)
Goal:
Encourage them to embrace
their life in Christ in such a way
that whether single or married in
the future, they have learned
how to sustain their total fidelity
of body, mind, and spirit to
Christ. And should they marry in
the future, their greater fidelity
to Christ thus far will be the best
wedding gift they can give to
their bride or groom.

How to Foster Sexual Health and Integrity In This
Stage
• Offer loving accountability within the context of your
family’s sense of loyalty and community.
• Provide for wholesome activities which foster your
child’s and his peers’ development as young men
and women.
• Express any concerns in a relational, respectful
way.
• Teach your children to ask not only, “Is it right or
wrong?” but “Is it wise?”
• Encourage your children to make loving God the
end goal of every behavior.
• Help develop your child’s discernment in choosing
friends and dating partners, and guide his
relationships in appropriate directions.
• Don’t minimize your child’s feelings – especially
about romantic relationships.

Source:

Excerpted from Rob Jackson, “Understanding Child Sexual Development”
(http://www.pureintimacy.org/cs/parents/).
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Instilling Sexual Purity in Your Children
1. Be a role model for the kinds of relationships you want your kids to develop with
members of the opposite sex. Parents should make every effort to nourish and
celebrate their marriage, demonstrating respect and affection for each other. This
gives teens a sense of security and a strong attachment to your values. A boy who
sees his father treat his mother with respect and is taught to do likewise will carry this
attitude into his relationships. Girls who are affirmed and respected by their fathers
aren’t as likely to search for male affection that could lead to sexual involvement.
Single parents must create a stable home life and practice as well as preach values
concerning non-marital sex.
2. Do your best to give your teen(s) a strong, positive sense of identity. Teens who have a
life rich in relationships, family traditions, activities, interests, and consistent love are
less likely to search for fulfilment through sexual immorality. Those who see their future
as promising are more likely to protect themselves from damage arising from sexual
activity. Those who have an active faith in God are more likely to preserve the gift of
sex and to respect rather than exploit others.
3. Create a special occasion to talk about abstaining from sex until marriage. Early in
your child’s adolescence, plan a special evening or weekend to talk to him or her
about the importance of saving sex for marriage. Present a special token—a necklace,
ring, or key, for example—which symbolises commitment to abstinence. He or she can
present this item to his or her spouse on their wedding night.
4. If your teen has already had sexual experiences, make it clear that it is never too late
to make a commitment to reserve sex for marriage. “Secondary virginity” should be
strongly encouraged among teens who have been sexually active. Some churches or
parachurch organisations have formal programs organised specifically to promote the
decision to remain sexually abstinent until marriage.
5. Continue sending healthy messages about sexuality throughout your son’s or
daughter’s adolescent years. Build a solid foundation about sexuality before puberty.
Send signals about your attitudes over the course of time by keeping in mind the
following.
If you seem embarrassed or unapproachable whenever sex comes up, your
teenager will look elsewhere for input.
Teens are reluctant to bring up sexual subjects with their parents, so your chances
of having a conversation are nil unless you take the initiative. Present the facts,
your perspective on the subject, and God’s design for sex.
Be careful how you talk about someone else’s sexual issues. If you give a clear
signal that the non-marital sex was wrong but respond with compassion and
prayer for the people involved, you make yourself approachable. Crisis pregnancy
centers are full of clients with good, churchgoing parents that have said things like
“Don’t you ever do something as stupid/shameful as that.”
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6. Talk about healthy and unhealthy relationships, and train your teen to avoid situations
that increase the likelihood of a sexual incident. Encourage supervised group activities
with the opposite sex as opposed to single dating situations, especially for teens in
junior high or early high school. Group activities such as a youth group outing teach
them how to talk and have fun without sexual pressure.
Talk to your teen about the qualities that ultimately matter in a relationship (shared
values, beliefs, mutual respect, easy conversation, having fun together—not looks or
popularity). Talk to your teen about unhealthy relationship, and have the courage to
speak honestly if you see one developing. Talk about how far is okay and how to
handle sexual feelings.

7. Set up your expectations and ground rules about dating in advance—well before your
teenager asks if he or she can go out with someone. Teens feel more secure when
you set appropriate boundaries, and are appropriately involved in the dating process.
For a teen’s first date, the first step will be an evening at home or joining in a family
activity such as dinner, a movie, or a ball game.
This conveys that the couple is important and accountable to the family. If this goes
well, group dating can be good, assuming the other people are trustworthy. Many
parents give the green light to single dating at 16 if there is ongoing maturity and
responsibility and if the relationship appears healthy. If so, you have the right to know
specifics every time about the person, the activity and its location, etc. Agree about the
expected time to arrive home (but value consistency and reliability over an absolute
time limit).
8. Talk explicitly to your son(s) about respect for members of the opposite sex and about
sexual responsibility. Embed these values deeply into his mind and heart: Never
maneuver a woman into sexual encounters. When this behavior is depicted in media
or by someone you know, let your son know that this is no way to treat any woman.
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Never push a woman’s boundaries. If she says no to anything, that statement is final.
Respect a woman’s body, integrity, and future, even if she is inviting intimacy. It is
difficult for a teenage boy to hold his ground when a girl is giving the green light. Talk
through this situation, including how he might decline the invitation and express
respect for their future.
Approach any activity or relationship with the opposite sex with the intention of
enhancing the other person’s life and not leaving a wake of regrets. A sign of maturity
is thinking in terms of protecting the other person’s well-being rather than merely
satisfying immediate needs or desires.
Source:

(Source: The Focus on the Family Parents’ Guide to Teen Health: Raising Physically and Emotionally
Healthy Teens, (Wheaton, Ill.: Tyndale House Publishers, Inc., 2001), 159-167)

SIX basic truths of sexuality for teen boys
1. Attraction to Girls is Natural. Attraction to the female body is a God-given desire. The
temptation, however, is to fulfil these desires in a wrong way. It is just as wrong to be
intimate with her outside of marriage as it is to stare lustfully at her and fantasize in
your mind. Rather, think of her as a precious child of God.
2. Sex is Exhilarating. No doubt about it, sex is amazing. But once you travel down the
freeway of premarital sex, you can’t back up. If you want your purity back, then you‘ll
have to exit that freeway entirely.
3. Sex is a Slippery Slope. Unless you ram a stick into the ground and declare your
limitations, you’ll lose footing on the slippery slope of sex. Teens often tell themselves,
“It’s okay because I really love her. Why wait until marriage? We’re already married in
our hearts. Sex isn’t wrong for everyone.” These rationalisations take you straight to
sexual impurity.
4. God Has Standards of Sexual Behaviour for His Children. God takes sexual standards
seriously. Clearly, premarital intercourse is outside His standards, but he has others.
Ephesians 5:3-4: Among you there must not be even a hint of sexual immorality, or of
any kind of impurity, or of greed, because these are improper for God’s holy people.
5. God’s Love is not based upon Your Ability to Meet His Standards. God’s love for you in
unconditional. No matter what you do, He does not value you or love you less. He is
chasing you desperately, aching to reach you.
6. Rules Are Part of a Vibrant Relationship with Christ. When you break His standards
with sexual activity, the Lord doesn’t reject you, but you can’t be as close to Him. But
when you obey Him, you move closer to Him. His rules aren’t kill-joy regulations.
They’re set to allow you to live fully and to avoid dangerous traps.
Source:

(Stoeker, Every Young Man’s Battle: Strategies for Victory in the Real World of Sexual Temptation
[The Every Man Series] [Colorado Springs: Waterbrook Press, 2002], 16-21)
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